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The Calloway County-Circuit Court
Grand Jury returned 24 criminal in-
dictments this morning with five more
pending, according to court officials.
Individuals charged in the in-
dictments, the charges against them,
and trial dates, according to court
records are:
Scott Scarborough, theft by unlawful
taking over $100, July, 26.
David Parks, theft bY unlawful taking
over $100, July 26.
Jerry Miller, theft by deception, July
26.
Roger Dale Jones, theft by unlawful
taking over $100, July 30.
Deborah Sue Bowerman, theft by
unlawful taking over 9100, July 30.
Jimmy Morris, two counts of third
degree burglary, July 30.
Ricky Dumas, third degree burglary.
July 30.
Timothy Edwards, four counts of first
degree burglary and one count of third
degree burglary, July_ 3O. 
AnnLeinenbach, two counts of
trafficking in cocaine, Aug. 6.
Joe Borders, trafficking in Phen-
metrazine. Aug. 6, misdemeanor
charge.remanded to District Court.
Kevin Mott, trafficking in anobarital-
secobarbital, Aug. 6. Six
misdemeanors, five of which are
trafficking in non-narcotic controlled
substances and one of unlawfuuly
carrying a concealed firearm, will be
tried in Circuit Court because the
misdemeanors relate to the felony
charge.
Jane Buckles, trafficking in
methaqualone, Aug. 7. .
Martha Fay Vincent, trafficking in
cocaine, Aug....7, misdemeanor charge
remanded to District Court
Mark Thomas Sisk, trafficking in
'LSD, Aug. 7.
Lindy Carr Jr., trafficking in PCP,
Aug. 9, misdemeanor charge remanded
to District Court.
Mitchell Nelson, trafficking in
cocaine, Aug. 9.
Philip Randy Stephens, trafficking
in LSD and trafficking in
rnethaqualone. Aug. 9. .
Pamela Waycaster, trafficking in
4
cocaine, Aug. 9.
Randy Barrow, conspiracy to commit
murder and first degree hindering
prosecution, July 23.
David West, murder, July 23.
Lee Beach, theft by unlawful taking
over $100 and second degree persistent
felony offender, July 26.
Ricky Overby, theft by unlawful
taking over $100, July 26.
Ricky Dale Nance, trafficking in
1-SD, Aug. 6.
Steve Meadows, trafficking in PCP,
Aug. 7, misdemeanor charge remanded
to District Court.
In the grand jury's inspection of the
county buildings, the Health Center,
County Barn and Animal Shelter were
found to be in excellent condition and
operated efficiently.
The jury made several recom-
mendations concerning tie condition of
the county jail. These were that ven-
tilation be improved to remove odor,
mustiness and d,simpness; that
prisoners have- a /regular clean-up
schedule; that all prisoners should
work if permitted by law; and that men
prisoners be required to work since the
grand jury noted that the women
prisoners were working.
Lack of space in the courthouse was
found to be the greatest problem in that
building. Courses of action designated
by the jury were the provision for
ramps and an elevator for the han-
dicapped and elderly; cleaning the
windows on the second and third floors:
repairing the threshold at the entrance
to the jury-room-library; improving
and upgrading the restrooms in the
office of the county court clerk and the
office of the property valuation ad-
ministrator; and providing plexiglass
chair mats in the district court clerk's
office.
The new city-county park was found
to be in excellent condition by jury
'members, however, jury members
found the old park in -deplorable
condition.- Pointing out that these
problems apparently stem from "lack
--of-funds and lack of personnel," the
jury urged the Park Board to bring its
problems to the public's attention.
Weather Delayed Road
Repair, Judge Tells.Court
In the Calloway County Fiscal Court
meeting Wednesday afternoon, County
JudgeEeeeutive-Rober4---41---?.4i41er ex-
plained that the county has the
material, men and equipment to fix the
potholes in roads but weather has
delayed the process.
Miller said that the potholes need to
be completely dry for the coal mix to
stay in the hole. He added that it takes
the holes about three or four days to
dry.
A motion was passed providing a $100
reward for anyone giving information
to authorities leading to the arrest and
conviction of persons who remove,
destroy, or deface any type of road
signs.
The court members approved J.R.
Taylor. Carman Parks and B.A. Miller













Local Scene 2  3, 4, 5
Opinion.Eage 6
Sports  11,12, 13
fair and warm
Generally fair and warm
tonight Lows in the mid 60s to
around 70 Partly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thun-
derstorms Friday. Highs in the
low to mid 80s. Winds,
diminishing tonight. Rain
chances are 30 percent Friday,
Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Saturday through
Monday calls for aa chance of
showers Saturday and Sunav.
Partly cloudy Monday. Continued
warm with highs in the 80s and
lows in the 60s
4,.
water district.
District Court "Judge Sid Easley
proposed a program allowing inmates
convicted of misdemeanors to work on
county roads picking up debris. He
added that he would want the program
on a volunteer basis. No motion was
,made by the court.
A motor patrol road grater was
purchased from Galion for $40,1)00.
The court passed a motion to change
Robertson Road to Joe Tom Erwin
Road.
A request by Roger Mathis,
representing the Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad, for oneacre of land for a
rescue squad building still is under
consider by the court. According to




TENNIS CENTER DEDICATION — 4 new tennis center at Kenlake State
Resort Park, Aurora, will be dedicate4 Tuesday, May 15, at 2 p.m. C.D.T. The
public and press are invited to visit tie complex, made up of four indoor„
„AN •_
-Ke n la k e Temnis Center Dedication Slated 
Tuesday_
0 •
Dedication of the new Tennis Center
at Kenlake State Resort Park, Aurora;
will be held Tuesday, May 15, at 2:00,
The complex is made up or
four indoor courts, a pro shop,.four
outdoor courts and one outdoor
exhibition court with spectator seating
for 1,200. The indoor courts are climate
controlled for year-round play and all
courts are lighted for night use. A
reception following the dedication will
be held in the pro shop. Guided tours
are planned for press and guests.
Tennis pro Del Purcell, who grew up
around tennis, will manage the year-
round center. His father is tennis coach
courts which are climate controlled, a pro shop, four outdoor courts and
one outdoor court with spectator seating for 1,200. All courts are lighted
for night play. The facility will be in full operation in the near future.
at Murray State University and his
youngest brother,. Mel, is ranked
among the top amateurs in the world.
Del has been assistant pro at the
Louisville Boat Club and has operated
tennis camps for teenagers and clinics
for women players around the state.
Purcell will conduct private, semi-
private (two people) and group (3-6
people) lessons, janior camps, clinics,
and leagues for men and women.
Weekend package programs including
lodging and food for tennis buffs will be
offered starting in November. The new
tennis facility will be in full operation in
the near future, according to a
Department of Parks spokesman.
 •
795 To Graduate From MSU Saturday
Graduation exercises at Murray
State University on Saturday, May 12,
for the 56th spring class will mark the
end of another academic year on the
campus.
Speakers in the 10 a.m. com-
mencement program in the university
fieldhouse will be Rebecca Christina
Myers of Mortons Gap, Outstanding
Senicr Woman, James H. Long, Jr., of
Desloge, Mo., Outstanding Senior Man,
and Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university president.
A total of 795 students have filed for
degree' fliis spring, including 613 for
bachelor's, 138 for master's, 9 for
specialist's, and 35 for associate
degrees. They represent 25 states and
six foreign countries.
Mid-year graduates, as well as spring
term graduates, will go through the cap
and gown ceremony since no formal
commencement is held following the
fall semester. Among the 399 mid-year
graduates are 278 for bachelor's, 115 for
master's, 3 for specialist's, and 9
associate degrees.
Curris will award the degrees and the
Rev. Mr. Steve Davenpert, vicar of St
John's Episcopal Church in Murray and
a member of the United Campus
Public Supports Religious
Programs On MSU Radio
More than 96 percent of the people
who responded to a public opinion poll
conducted by WKMS-FM radio at
Murray State University favor the
continuation of the station's Sunday
broadcasts of Bible readings and
hymns.
A total of 214 responses were received
— 210 in support of the programs and
four in opposition. Most of the
responses came from West Kentucky
and Northwest Tennessee.
The survey was conducted at the
direction of Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university president, in the wake of a
request by the Kentucky Civil Liberties
Union (KCI,U) that the station "with-
draw these programs immediately."
Lois Katz, assistant to the director of
the Louisville-based KCLU, said in a
letter to the station that a complaint
had been received about the
programming and that attorneys had
advised the KCLU "that such
programming is not allowable with
public funds."
Her objection was speciN.
directed at a program of Bible read:
at 7 a.m. and a program of hr..—
broadcast at 7:30 a.m. and repeated at
noon entitled "The Old Choirmaster"
Bruce Smith, manager of the campus
station, reesounended that WKAE
"resist this kind of pressure as a matte!'
of principle." His stand was sums, -
by Curits, who called the K
demands "unreasonable."
Curtis then requested the slime,
determine it-station listeners shari
conviction that the programs are •
objectionable by any reason. ' •
standards."
Subsequently, a March 21 letter
Charles Pratt, chairperson of the K1 ;40a
board of directors, acknowledged
the request to withdraw the progn."-'
"may have been premature." He
requested a transcrip of the progra`l"
and indicated that the KC1,U has '
intention at this time of taking any
action."
Ministry _staff, will give the invocation
and benediction. The 38-piece Wind
Sinfonietta conducted by Paul W.
Shahan will play the processional and
recessional and provide special music.
The list of honor graduates in the
spring semester graduating class in-
cludes 178 names — 42 as summa cum
laude (overall standing of 3.8 or higher
of a possible 4.00), 48 as magna cum
laude (overall standing of 3.6 to 3.79),
and 88 as cum laude (overall standing
of 3.3 to 3.59
One mid-year graduate and 11 spring
graduates will be recognized for perfect
4.00 academic standings. The mid-year
graduate is Terri Lynn Barnett of
Murray. The spring graduates are:
Gregory Neill Abel, VaNey Station;
Pamela Leigh Blincoe, Mayfield; Ethel
Lovelady Gilkey, Oak Grove Route 1;
Terrie Lee Lynn, Paducah Route 10;
Rebecca Christina Myers, Mortons
Gap; Anne Rene Ress, Tell City, Ind.;
Carol Elaine Smith, Hopkinsville; Ross
L. Snider and Douglas Brown Webster
II, both of Owensboro; Isaac M.
Thacker IV, Mt. Washington; and
Tobacco Group To Accept
Nominations For Vacancy
Holmes Ellis, general manager,
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association, announced today that a
special election will be held to fill the
unexpired term on the board of
directors of H. I. Craig of Hazel.
Craig, a member of the board since
May 24, 1969, resigned by letter at a
meeting of the board Wednesday. Craig
stated that ill health prevented his
attendance at meetings and the
carrying out of the duties required. The
board of directors accepted the
resignation with regret and authorized
the issuance of a resolution expressing
appreciation to Craig for his long years
of excellent service.
There will be a meeting of
Association members on May 26, 1979,
for the purpose of nominating a director
to fill the unexpired term whIct? ends
August, 1980. If there 's more than one
City Planners To
Meet On Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
will meet in regular session at 7 p.m.
May 15 in thellnemrnon Council Room of
Murraz City MIL according to Steve
Zea, 14Turray City Planner.
Items on the agenda include a
decision on Dan Miller's rezoning
request from R-2 to R-4, a decision of
Miller's preliminary plat for a
Residental Planned Development
Project located on South 16th Street in
the Loch Lomond 'area and a report on
the outcome of the mobile home coirt
case.
nominee the special election will be
held on June 9, 1979, and if only one
nominee the June election would be
eliminated, according to Ellis.
The seat to be filled is for the East
Calloway County representative, and
only grower-members residing East of
the L&N Railroad will be allowed to
vote or to nominate a grower-member.
The meeting for nominations will be
held in Warehouse 222, East of the
Railroad, and if an election is held it
will be at the same place on June 9,
1979
Laura J. Motive, Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich.
Others graduating with honors in the
spring class are:
Summa cum laude — Karen
Elizabeth Atkins, Camden, Tenn.,
Laurie Jean Beatty, Coy Edwin
Garrett, Jr., and William Judson
Pittrnan II, all of Murray; Terry Edwin
Brown, Hanson Route 1; Henry Wayne
Burnett, Mayfield Route 6; Mark Allen
Cavitt, Boaz Route 1; Stanley Craig
Colley, Farmington Route- -41--Mary--
Charlene Cox, Hickman Route 1; Jill
Gray Crawford, Mayfield.
Mary Jo Curtsinger, Sandra Kay
Frazier, Pamela Sue Hamilton, and
John Gear Thacker, all of, Owensboro;
See GRADUATION,
Page 10. Column 2
Regents To Discuss
Policy On Tenure
The university tenture policy will be
one of the main topics of disCussion
when the Murray State University
Board of Regents meets at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 12, in the Board Suite of
Wells Hall.
Other items on the agenda include
approval of the veterinary diagnostic
and research center budget and review
of the policy of naming of campus
facilities.
Bank Announces New
Service For Its Customers
The Bank of Murray has announced
the expansion of their services to their
customers and the community with the
installation of three automatic teller
machines. The machines will be in
operation by mid-August and should
provide added banking convenience
with their use. a bank official said.
The machineswill be located at each
of the bank's three locations — Main
Offices, downtown; South Manor
Branch, S. 12th St.; and University
Branch, N. 12th St.
The automatic teller will allow
customers to make deposits, transfer
money, make cash withdrawals and
rnake bank payments.
Martha Covey, a former teller at the
University Branch. will direct this
banking operation, a spokesman said.
..s
Mrs. Covey has stated that •applications
for ATM cards will soon be maileclto all
existing customers. Anyone else
desiring the "Money Machine" card
may pick up an application at any
branch of the bank or from a bank
employee. •
Extensive research has preceded the
bank's decision to enter into this
automatic banking operation. the
spokesman said. Its ease of use and
wide service capability will make the
advantage of automatic banking self-
evident to the people of Murray and
Calloway County, the spokesman ad-
ded.
"The Bank of M,urray is Telly com-
mitted to this program and t'ontinually
looks for ways to better serve the
people of our area," the spokesman
said
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et HEALTH
DEAR DR. LAMB — had
a gallbladder X ray •recent-
ly. The doctor said it showed
that I had two small stones
but he said unless I started
having trouble with colic to
let it alone as long as 1 can.
I have a lot of pain under
my left shoulder and now
I'm frequently sick to my
stomach. Will you please
send me some information
on gallstones and tell me if
there's anything I can do to
get some relief?
DEAR READER — I will
send you The Health Letter
number 4-9, Gallstones And
Gallbladder Disease, but I
think what you'd better do is
o back and sec your doctor.
Other readers who want this
Issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
Ife51..„ .Radia City Statione_New York, NY 10010:
Pain under the right shoul-
der and an the right neck is
fairly conupon secondary to
gallbladder' disease. Nausea
and indigestion can be a
problem. Your doctor's
intention, I'm certain, was
to let matters rest as long as
you weren't having symp-
Corns but now you are having
symptoms that require an
explanation. If they're not
associated with the gallblad-
der stones, you still have a
problem that needs resolu-
tion.
There are many people
who have silent gallbladder
Gallbladder-stones
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
stones and don't know they
have them until they have an
X ray. In other instances,
the stones are associated
with disease of the gallblad-
der and you can have severe
attacks of pain in the upper
right abdomen.
In some ways the attacks
resemble appendicitis ex-
cept the location is higher.
The pain can also go through
to the back, over the lower
right ribs, the gallbladdercan become inflamed and itcan even rupture. So it's
important that you find out
what's causing your pain
and nausea and if they're
related to the gallstones that
you know are already there.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
went to see an eye specialist
and he said no glasses, no
surgery and use.a magnify-ing glass. He said I had old
age retinal disease. Is there
such a thing and aren't there
any drops to help?
DEAR READER — There
are a number of different
things that can go wrong
with the eyes. Not all ofthem can be solved by wear-
ing glasses. You can have
changes in the lens in the eye
such as cataracts and these
can be removed surgically
when need be.,
One of the major remain-
ing areas of difficulties are
changes that occur in the
retina. This is at the back of
the eye. If you want to think
of it in terms of a movie, it's
like the screen that the irn-
Observations
By. Lachie Hart
Car Accidents Occur In
Conrenient Places With
Neu: Friends As Results
It seems that I pick the right
places to have car accidents -
near the hospital and my
doctors' office. Had the in-
cidents -been serious and
someone injured, the location
could not have been more
ideal.
Not many weeks ago. I was
driving south on Eighth street
As I was directly in front of the
hospital emergency room, a
small car came out of Elm
Street intersection and plowed
into my left front door. I
have always thought that I
would like to have time to say
my prayers before dying, but I
didn't have time to think but
one thought ''He's going to hit
me," when the crash hap-
pened.
I was not nervous - quite
calm. I quickly thought, "I'm
not hurt." Then my friend Dr.
Russell Howard, got out his
offending car and came to me
to see how I was. I got out of
my car on the right side dfld
saw that I was not injured.
Then came my doctor
Quertermous to see what
happened. Dr. Howard's
fender was tom and a piece of
it jammed into my front door.
• Had there been an injury, this
was a convenient spot the
emergency room and my
doctor's office and he right
there.
Recently I was the offender
in a car accident. It was a few
feet from the other one. While
backing out of Doctor Quer-
termous' parking lot, I
damaged a fender of another
doctor's car that was parked
on the opposite side of the
street. This back-in resulted in
my becoming acquainted with
a pleasant rawcorruner, Dr.
S.K..a Tandon, chief of
anesthesiology in the local
hospital. While I was taking
the number of his car license
and writing a note to let him
know whom to call about the
accident, he came. He showed
no irritation at the event but
got the necessary information
on how to go about getting
repairs done.
A few days later, we met in
the post office and had a long
talk that resulted in a frien-
dship that we expect to con-
tinue. He is a native of Delhi,
India; and is a graduate of the
University of Delhi. His wife,
Neelam, and son, Rahul are
here and they reside in
Canterbury Estates. He is
handsome, easy to talk with
and speaks perfect English
which he learned in his home
country.
It would appear that I select
appropriate places and choose
select people when I'm having
accidents.
ANOTHER ODD PLACE
Another odd place-If:4 ear
accident was in the city
cemetery. I have written
about this earlier. It occured
when I made a right angle
turn and hit a corner marking
iron rod that about tore my
right door off. When I com-
plained about the almost in-
visible rusty rods and the
abrupt turn to the then Mayor
John Ed Scott, he had some of
the markers painted and
moved back to make turning
more safe. Luckily no one was
hurt in the three encounters,
but Dr. Tandon will get a new
back fender and I got two new
front doors.
I suggest that you drive out
South Twelfth Street slowly
and observe the dogwoods in
bloom in the yards of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hargis and: Mrs.
Eunice Miller in the 300 block
on the west side.
age is projected upon. Its
richly supplied with blood
vessels and nerve fibers.
You can have changes in the
circulation to this area or
changes in the nerve fibers
which means that the screen
itself doesn't work as well as
it used to.
When that happens there
is not much. you can do in
terms of operating on the
lens of the eye or using
glasses. There are some re-
tinal problems that can be
corrected or helped by mod-
em techniques but an eye
specialist would know about
these.
Since you have an eye
problem, I'm sure that your
doctor has arranged for yon
to have periodic check ups tc
see how you're doing and it
something develops that tic
could help you with.
Scientists believe that cats,
although completely color-
blind, can probably see the
infra-red glow given off by
living beings, which may
account for their excellent
night vision.
Diagnostic Center-- --
FIVE GENERATIONS — Houston (Pappa) Lax, 89 year old resident of 1302 Overbey
Street, Murray, holds his great great grandson, Jeffrey Simpson II. Standing center is Jef-
frey's father and great grandson of Mr. Lax, Jeffrey Simpson. On the right, standing, is
Mrs. Foster (Peggy) Simpson, mother of Jeffrey, grandmother of Jeffrey II, grand-
daughter of Mr. Lax, and chhighter of Mrs. Frances Bucy, standing left. All members of
the five generations are reydents of Dearborn, Mich., except Mr. lax who sill maintains
his home here in Murray atter the death of his wife.
Dyslexic Children Subcommittee At
Murray State For Special Study
Training progranas for. both
special education instructors




University an ideal location
for a legislative fact-funding
tour last week.
The subcommittee on
dyslexic children is studying
implementation of a federal
law mandating the right to a
free and appropriate
education for all handicapped
children. The Interim Joint
Committee on Education
subcommittee will make
recommendations to the 1980
General Assembly.
Among the MSU activities
studied were Project Ease,
which is aimed at giving a
child special education help
within the regular classroom;
the learning and behavior
disorders program, which
gives university students
academic and practical ex-
perience in this field; and the
diagnostic center, which of-
fers diagnosis and therepy.
Dr. Larry Marrs, Murray's
department of special
education chairman, said he
and Dr. Doris Helge, -chair-
man of the MSU center for
innovation and development,
have written grants resulting
in more than $3 million in
special education funding for
the university and area
agencies.
Project Ease at Murray,
funded for three years by the
U.S. Office of Education, is
one of nine chosen from 140
projects as a national
exemplary model, said Man-s.
The project has two Main
purposes: to work with school
systems toward long-term
change and to provide in-
service training for educators
aimed at enhancing their
ability to work with exception
children in the regular
classroom, he said. .
During the first, year a,
Project Ease there are 75
educators from eight school
districts participating, said
Marrs, coordinator for the
program. In each school
district only one school is
involved. The first step in each
district is formation of three
teams ileadership, medical
Did You Miss Any
Flq14,425You've Got Another Chinos To See Thend
















by summer workshops at
Murray.'
During the second year
these participants receiv
advanced training so they ca:
in turn offer in-servic.
training in their hone
districts. In addition, 10 neg
districts will receive the initia:
instruction.
Practical experience is
key element in Project Eae
and the university's learran.
and behavior disorder'
program, cOordinated by Dr
Ralph Hausman. • Mal
students in the acaderna
program have one-hour
courses allowing coverage of a








The diagnostic center offers
services to schools systems
and individuals. Currently the













programs in several areas.
In a related area,- .181S11 .is__
working under a federal grant
to develop a career
education program for the
handicapped. The university
also received federal funding
to do research concerning how
to effectively deliver special






Alaska and the Yukon, ac-
tually goes back to 4000 B.C.
alien it was first made by 'the
Hebrews. Columbus even had
sourdough starter abaord ship
when he reached the New
World.
Miss Theresa Dover Is
Honoree, Bridal Events
A tea on April 7 opened a
series of entertainments for
Miss Theresa Dover who will
be married to Mike Chandler
an May 26.
Guests were invited by co-
hostesses - Mesdames Joe B.
Adams, Floyd Barrow, Bob
Cook, Wilson Culver, Bill
Forms, Elizabeth Hill, Joe
Jackson, Gene Miller, Thelma
Miller, Frank Turner and
John A. White, to call between
2 to 4 p.m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church Reception Hall.
The bride-elect greeted the
guests in an afternoon floral
design dress of her chosen
color, aqua, with matching
shoes. In the receiving line
with her were her mother,
Mrs. J. B. Dover, who chose
an aqua capelet dress of qiana
and her fiance's mother Mrs.
T. E. Chandler, dressed in a
pale blue qiana knit. Also in
the receiving line were the
bride-to-be's Godmothers,
Mrs. Velda Reynolds and Mrs.
Brent Langston. All were
presented corsages of white
carnations._
Presiding at the register
table was Mrs. Gene Miller.
The tea table was adorned
with a floor length cloth
centered with a silver bowl
enhanced with fuchsias
Served were punch and party
cakes, individually decorated
in the honoree's chosen color,
along with nuts and mints.
'$..e ft tables were laden
with the gifts which included
the couple's chosen china.
Around-The-Clock
Shower
College classmates called at
an "Around-The-Clock"
shower held at the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan on
April 24 to honor bride-elect
Theresa Dover who was
dressed in an salmon colored
skirt and blouse and was
presented a corsage of mums.
Also present were her mother,
Mrs. Dover and the groom-
elect's mother, Mrs. Chandler
who were each presented a
long stemmed rose.
Hosting the -eve-nt were
Misses Sheila Foster, Nan
Jones. Mesdames Mike
Stephenson, Bob Hargrove,
Larry Lilly and Greg Chan-
dler. Their hostesses' gift to
the honoree was a large
planter with bamboo stand
Many other gifts were also
presented to the bride-elect.
Party fare of Doritos stuffed
with ham and cheese, cheese
balls, cookies and brownies
were served along with Cokes
and tea.
Broach
Place cards were laid for 14
guests at a brunch May 5 at
Park Terrace Restaurant in
South Fulton for Theresa
Dover, bride-to-be of Mike
Chandler by the hostesses.
Mesdames Richard Wilker-
son, Charles King, Raymond
Forsythe and Charles Linder.
Welcomed by the hostesses,
the bride-elect was presented
a ciaisey corsage by Lisa
Robinson.
Accompanying the bride-
elect to the brunch were her
mother, her godmother, Mrs.
Reynolds and a close friend,
Betty Todd.
An appetizer of fresh fruit in
parfait glasses VIELS served
with a plate of eggs, ham, hot
biscuits, blueberry muffins,
coffee and tea.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a floral
arrangement in a decorative
woven basket from the table
and a woven mail caddy
MI-8460w.
BLAKELY GIRL
Karla Kay is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Blakely of Murray-Route 2 for
their baby girl, weighing six
pounds 13 ounces, measuring
2011 inches, born on Friday,
May 4, at 9:24 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The father is a car dealer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Keys Blakely of Murray
Route 1, Mrs. Vercia Mason of
Farmington, and Otis Wheeler
of Sedalia.
ADD GINGER
Next time you make yam
pone, try adding a little
freshly grated ginger root.
*
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Look your best -, -- comfortable 
1easy-care pantsult Reg. to 27" 199
2 PC. SHORT SETS
COttOcl. Knit. & Terry short sets 1
in summery shades. Reg. 18" I 
199
TERRY ROMPERS
Playful little colorful rompers
in a variety of styles. Reg. 16" 09 9
LINGERIE
- Pretty paste' ingerie with 59 9
a touch ot lace. Reg. to 2000
CAFTANS & FLOATS
Lush pattern,  — colors to 899lounge in:Reg. 17-
SLIPPERS
Many style-, f comfortable




Famous nar nationally ad -
vertised coorrjnates. Reg. to 24" 39 9
-NBIG TOPS
Top off all your skirts 8. slacks 99
with a carefree big top. Reg. to 1599
NEW FASHION PANTS
Belted polyester pants for all
899your summer fun. Reg. to 19"
DENIM JEANS
Prewashed denim jeans in straight 999
legs & modified flares. Reg. 19"
T-TOPS
Cool casual t-tops in a wide range 599
of colors, & stripes. Reg. to 12
DENIM SHORTS
For all your sportive suTmmer actin 99
vities - prewashed denim. Reg. 9!" t.)
CANVAS HANDBAGS
New fashion-canvas handbags in., 399
great earthy colors. Req. 9"
a
AIGNER ACCESSORIES
All Behr's Aigner accessories & belts at



























































Central Shopping Center -Murray, Ky. Open 10 9 p.m. Sun 1-6 pm
• BAht s Charge • Master chargp • • VISA •
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  Fraftes Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 11, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Er
Early morning blues give
way to exciting developments
re finances and business
ventures. You may have to
make a quick decision.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
You may be feeling unlovea
or unappreciated. As the day
unfolds you'll come to a
decision re a relationship.
Meet others halfway.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
It's time to tidy up loose
ends in your life. Unfinished
obligations and neglected
health concerns should be
remedied post haste.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 00
You may be feeling
downhearted about a . career
matter, unexpected romantic
or social developments could
occur. Avoid showdowns with
friends.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) .12fiCk
Unexpected home
developments could trigger a




Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
7)e
YOU BORN TODAY are
artistic and scientific. In
whatever field, you choose you
can make an original con-
tribution. You can write, act,
design, dance, and succeed in
music. Attracted to oc-
cupations where you can use




publishing are fields in which
you'd find happiness. A born
leader who enjoys working
with others, you'd make a
good department head. Learn
to apply yourself, to finish
what you start, and you will
succeed.
EUPLE WARD, seated, Executive Director of 
the Need
Line Service Organization in Murray, discussed t
he purpose,
work, and promotion of the service group at the 
meeting of
the Murray Unit of the National Hairdressers 
held April 23 at
the Beauty Box. Tina Olson, standing, unit
 president,
presided. The next meeting of the unit will be held 
on Mon-
day, June 11, at 7 p.m. at Leta's Beauty Salon 
with Janet
Hough, dietitian, to speak on "Nutrition and Diabetes."
Mrs. Hortin Speaks At Meet
Of UDC At Gingles Home
Mrs. L. J. Hortin was the
guest speaker at the recent
meeting of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy
held at the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles.
The speaker is an officer of
the Kentucky Chapter of the
National League of American
Pen Women, Kentucky State
Poetry Society, Kentucky
Historical Society, Women In
Irlideillitedly, a pending—Communications
, Ind., and P.
matter will be resolved now.
Expect important com-
munication via Mail. Sidestep
controversy.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ...L.kr/
A friend reneges on a
promise re money. Be
realistic aud avoid dubious
financial schemes. Check the
fine print on contracts.
SCORPIO ._
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Avoid erratic behavior.
Gossip is liable to be di-
founded. A partner's proposal
may be unrealistic. Stick with
trusted friends in the p.m.
SAGITTARIU
Nov fl to Dec. 21) )(wilit-V.
S
Listen to others' viewpoints
even if they differ from your
own. Avoid escapism and do
some research about a career
related matter.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ViKlak(
Fyiends seem erratic in
behavior. Wanderlust may
cause you to search for a
diversion. Instead, why not
consider a visit to an old
friend?
AQUARIUS <9.
i Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't underestimate nec-
cessities re a career situation.
You're liable to be evasive if
questioned ihout a home





cause a change of plans.
Patience wins out by day's
end, but career-related




Mrs. Hortin used as her
subject, "Varina Howell
Davis—One and Only First
Lady of The Confederacy."
She discussed her early life,
her life while her husband was
a member of the House of
Representatives, Washington,
D. C., as president of the
Confederacy, and later during
his imprisonment.
After Davis' imprisonment
she sent her mother and three
older children to Canada and
was allowed to leave Georgia
later to join them. Mrs. Davis
made trips to Wahsington and
wrote many lettersand finally
Mr. Davis was released on
$190,000 bail signed by Horace
Greely and other leading
Republicans. The Davis
family spent much time in
Eurape returning to Beauvoir
near. Biloxi, Miss., a cottage
willed to him by Mrs. Sarah
Dorsey.
On Dec. 6, 1889, Mr. Davis
died while visiting a friend in
New Orleans, La., and on Oct.
10, 1906, Mrs. Davis died at the
age of 80. She was buried in
Richmond, Va., with a
military funeral with a closing
epitaph, "Beloved And Faith-
ful Wife of Jefferson Davis
Calloway FHA
Members, Officers
The 1979 Spring Region
Meeting of the Future
Homemakers of America was
held on April 25 at Murray
State University.
The Calloway County FHA
Chapter had 22 members,
three chapter mothers, and
one adviser, Miss Lucy Ann
Forrest; present. Chapter
Mothers attending were Mrs.
Janette Walker, Mrs. Doris
Greer, and Mrs. Shirley
Garland
The theme for this year's
.meeting was "Future
_ Homemakers of America —
Light Up Your life!". In the
afternoon _session, Mrs. Mary
Lawson, Assistant State FHA
Adviser, spoke to the group on
"Will You Light the Way?"
Karon Walker—Region I
Recreation Leader from
Calloway County led in group
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
COMPANY DINNER
Artichokes Creamy Dip
Chicken Casserola - Rolls





ca"ri-cup plain yogurt3 hard-cooked eggs, mashed
ka cup firmly packed finely
chopped pimiento-stuffed
green olives
2 teaspoons lemon juice
Whisk together mayonnaise
and yogurt. Stir in eggs, olives
and lemon juice. Serve in small
cups — Oriental teacups with-
out handles are perfect for this
_use — as an accompaniment to
Ake ked artichokes. Makes 1,2





Two members of the
Calloway Co. FHA Chapter
were elected to serve as
regional officers for the 1979-
1980 year.
Sharon Weiser, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Joe W. Walker of
MOTHERS ARE SPECIAL
GIVE HER A SPECIAL










Alin° Route 1, was chosen to
serve as Region I first vice-
president. She served as
chapter secretary, 1977-78 and
is serving as chapter
president this year. Sharon
will be serving her chapter as
second vice-president for the
1979-80 year.
Jane Greer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clint Greer of Almo
Route 1, was chosen to serve
Jane Greer
as Region I Treasurer. She
served as chapter treasurer,
1977-78 and is serving as
chapter secretary this year
She will be serving her
chapter as first vice-president
next year.
These girls, along with the
other Region I officers, will be
attending the 1979 FHA
Leadership Conference in
Hardinsburg, June 19-21. They
will be accompanied by Karon
Walker, State Recreation
Leader for 1979-80 and their
chapter advisers, Miss Lucy
Ann Forrest and Mrs. Bess
Kerlick.
GOITER CONTROL
NEW YORK (AP) — Three
international organizations —
the World Food Council, the
United NatIons' Children's
Fund and the World Health
Organization — have urged 19
countries to join a program to
control endemic goiter in the
next decade. r.
The ailment is caused by a
lack of iodine in the diet.
Endemic goiter is widespread
in the world; particularly in
mountainous areas.
Cretinism or other forms of
mental deficiency and
neurological disorders are
frequent in childrin born to
mothers with the disease.
and Devoted Mother of His
Children."
During the business meeting
Mrs. Inez Claxton, president,
offered her resignation due to
ill health, and Mrs. John
Livesay, vice president, was
moved to the presidency.
Reports were given by Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, chaplain,
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
secretary, and Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, treasurer.
Mrs. Sydney McKinney
asked members to attend a
ceremony on June 3 in
Hopkinsville when the
Christian County Historical
Society will plant five trees,
each representing a noted
Kentuckian. Mrs. McKinney
will represent the -UDC in
planting a tree in memory of
Jefferson Davis.
The hostess, Mrs. Gingles,
served refreshments. Other
members present were Mrs.
Ed Davis, Mrs. N. A. Ezell,
Mrs. Tirpothy Graves, Mrs.
Ray Munday, Mrs. E. W.
Riley, Mrs. Lois Sammons,
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, and
Dr. Helene Visher, members,
and Mrs. Robert Crenshaw,
guest.
North Fork Nemo--
Guests From Iowa Visit In Jenkins
Home; Other Guests In Area Homes
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Apri118, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jenkins
and children, Kit and Jill, of
Muscatine, lowa, spent the
Easter weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
Katherine Etheridge. Other
visitors in the Jenkins' home
Saturday night for supper
were Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Orr, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
and Katherine Etheridge.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, and
Rudy Key were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
on Easter Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
and Mr. and Mrs. Terry Orr
were dinner guests of Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal
Grooms and daughter, Kim, of
Detroit, Mich., are visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Gallimore and Mrs. Holice
Grooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher visited Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Fletcher on Friday
night.
Adolphus Paschall visited
R. D. Key Saturday morning.
Clerris Wilson visited R. D.
Key on Friday.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, of Chicago, Ill.,
are 'spending a fpw days with
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins.
Taylor Owen remains a
patient at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. Mrs. Owen is staying
with him, along with the help
of her children—Mrs. Max
Dale, Mrs. Jesse Hopkins, and
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington of Parsons, Tenn.,
spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Sykes.
The Rev. Terry Sills, Mrs:
Gloria Jenkins, and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and .son,
Adam, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall visited Charlie
Olive Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Linda Harding, Mr.
and Mrs. George Ligon, and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall were
dinner guests Sunday of
Herbert Orr.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Saturday and visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins.









by VAN 1 F.Aljt
Mustairem* is here a,
lightweight, shemme''
with gently elastic •
Matching long-slee.r-
In pastel tints ot Le-
• in time for Spring This sensuous silky 'abnc. delicious: y
,?Eisy-care Dupont nylon tricot In a short 5leepstiape gowr,
.' ming Glory lace at the scooped neckline. izes P-S-M-L $13 .
at and button front pajama, both sized 32%0 $18 eacin -
C. Powder Putt
went to Nashville, Tenn., on
Monday to spend a few days
with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
for Glynn to do some car-
pentry work for them.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs Gaylon Moris
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke on Monday.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris had Easter dinner with
the family at the home of Mrs.
Margaret Evans.
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins and
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam, visited Mr. and Mrs. R.
D. Key on Monday. •
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke on Tuesday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Maburn Key on
Sunday. They visited Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Charlie Olive, while
staying with her husband in
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., fell
Tuesday and suffered a
broken bone in her foot. A cast
was placed on her foot on
Wednesday that she will have
to wear for four weeks.
We received word from R.
D. Key's niece that her"




Mrs. Lorene Smith suffered
a heart attack last week. She
is in the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Mr.
and Mrs. Marcus Hill, Bro.
and Mrs. Hallie Cook, and
Mrs. Sadie Bucy visited her
this week.
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited




Mom will surely love the gift of an exciting macrame hand-
bag this Mother's Day. Choose from totes, clutches, and
shoulder strap styles with canvas or leather trim. Priced at
9.00 to 24.00. Beautifully gift-wrapped free at Bright's.
Don't forget.
soqNTS
18" and 20", 7.00 to 8.00
24" and 27", 11.50 to 10.00
Bracelet, 5.50 to 7.50
She will
treasure Monet jewelry.
Ranking high on the fashion strata .a prestigious selection
of status chains by Monet. Newly important but significan-
tly understated. .. each has a status of its own. Choose from
many exciting styles in gold and silver. Mom will surely
love the gift of Monet.
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By Abigail Van Buren
1979 0, Choca9u ' e he*b Sy,0
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a jerk, I've worked
alongside .him in our own business for 30 years but I've
never had a dime I could call my own. If I waut, to buy
something for myself or our children. I have to ask him for
theinoney. Afterward, I have to show him the sales slip and
give him back the exact change.
I don's drink or smoke. He does both. I've never been ex-
travagant. If my husband had to pay someone to take my
place it would cost him plenty. I do all my own hopework.
too. Including the laundry. Don't you think I deserve a few
dollars to do with as I please?
I am so disgusted I could scream. Print this. The jerk
reads your column. Maybe this will wake him up.
' HAD IT
DEAR HAD IT. You not only deserve a few dollars to do
with as you please, you're ENTITLED to it. But if you'se
held still for this kind of treatment for 30 years. I'm wonder-
ing who the jerk is.
DEAR ABBY: For years my husband and I and our
14-year-old son Brian Ian only child/ have had Sunday dinner
out.
• Lately Brian has started something new. He rushes
through his meal, long before we've finished, and asks his
father for the car keys so he can sit in the car and listen to
the radio. 
,.
His father doesn't like it any more than I do, but he gives
him the keys and we finish our meals without him.
Brian has done this when we've had others eating with us.
.1 think it's rude, but my husband says that if he prefers to sit
alone in the car and listen to the radio; we shouldn't insist
that he stay with us. .
I know my husband is hurt, as am I. but we're not sure
what to do about it. What do you think?
BRIAN'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Brian is trying to tell you he is bored.
Have you tried drawing him into the conversation—
directing questions to him — listening to his responses? Try
it next Sunday and I'll bet Brian stays through dessert!
DEAR -ABBY: How about starting a campaign to get
restaurants to offer children's portions at reduced prices to
senior citizens? I'm over 65 and can't eat a regular-size meal
in a restaurant, but I'm not allowed to order a child's meat
I just hate to see all that good food-golo waste, Abby.
Please see what you-can dolor us older folks.
--SMA-b-6-EATER IN 14,LINOIS
DEAR SMALL EATER: It's a lovely idea, but unless a
restaurant shows a profit it can't stay in business. An occa-
sional child's meal at a reduced price won't bankrupt the
average eatery, but if it became too popular it might.
Better ask for a doggie bag and take home your leftoverit.
DEAR ABBY: What do you say to a niece who has blond
hair and blue eyes and is married to a man who also has
blond hair and blue eyes ind just gave birth to a baby with
brown qes and coal black hair?
DEAR UNCLEVVengietutstion,
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send Al with a long,
.elf-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
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MARINADING
To make Marinade easy, the
secret is "in the bag." Put
meat, fish or fowl in a strong
plastic bag, being sure no
bones are .sticking out to
pierce it. Pour the marinade
in and tie the_bag securely;
turn frequently so that
marinade soaks in evenly.
When you've cooked the food,
discard or thoroughly wash
the bag. Never return cooked
-food to any Container in which
Btu/as stored when raw.
The ORIGINAL...the ULTIM ATE...in
14K Gold Beads on a 14K Gold Chain
. The Off of love 5.. that
vow/11.1th the
'tset with one bead' on a chain—add one or
more heads as you like...sel your neckchain




Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wachal of Louisville announce the
engagement and approaching. marriage of their daughter,
Debbie, to Robert Musser, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Musser
of Blytheville, Ark. ,
The bride-elect is a graduate of Jeffersontown High School,
and is now a junior theatre major at Murray State Univer-
sity,
Mr. Musser attended Murray State University and is now
employed at Ward-Elkins, Murray.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 30, at 4
p.m. at the St. Edwards Catholic Church, Jeffersontown,'Ky.




I have always said that just
after Easter was the time to
set out plants in the yard and
not before_ But after having
the kind of weather we have
had since Easter, I am about
to revise my time and to May
1 as the earliest to plant.
We have had chilly nights
and so much rain that seed or
plants simply cannot put on
any new signs of life. Seed
simply lie in the ground and
do not sprout. Plants
positively look cold. I want to
go out and warm them up.
But surely from now on
thiegs will be better. I have
wanted to set out some
Impatiens for the last three
weeks, but have waited until I
know they will do well. I don't
know why this is, but certain
kinds of grasses and weeds
seem not only to survive, but
grow luxuriously in weather
that is sometimes disastrous
to plants. But that is why we
can be so proud of our gar-
dens when they do well. It
means a lot of work and care
but it is well worth it.
Have you decided what
annuals you are going to
plant? I think I will resort to
plants, rather than seed. I
suppose I am too impatient to
put seed in the ground and
wait -for a blossom. Sturdy
little plants are inexpensive
and give one a good start on
summer blooms. It is hard for
P. WILlIAMS
me to decide just what 1 want.
Tnere are so many varieties,
so many colors, that I wish I
had room for them all. I am
like a child with a quarter to
spend in a candy store.
I hope everybody will plant
something new this year By
new, I mean something you
have never planted before. It
may be one of the old familiar
flowers or some of the exotic
type, but put out one little
clump and watch it grow and
give you some blossoms you
have not had in a long time.
You'll enjoy them, and it will
make you want to repeat the
idea next year.
Be sure to set out some
Coleus in a shady spot, either
in a box or pot or as a border.
Get some of the bright red,
luscious pink and lovely
yellow. They make an in-
teresting planting and one
that will give you joy all
summer long
Try to keep weeds and
grass out of flower beds as
they come up It is so much
easier now than it will be a
couple of weeks later Be sure
to get them before they go to
seed That will ,.rneitn hun-
dreds of weeds where there is
now one. Keeping up with
them this time of the year,
they can be kept under
control And when - the
weather gets really hot,




Angela), 2101 Main, Benton,
Stowe, Baby Boy (Vicky), 210
Chickasaw, Hickman.
DISMISSALS
Scott A. Phelps, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Mrs. Sandra K.
Boutwell and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Freeda S. Collins, Rt. 8 Bt.
227A, Benton, Mrs. Gladys Y.
Singleton, 304 Hill Top, South
Fulton, Tenn., Mrs. Irene L.
onrad, fit 5, Bolton, Mrs.
Jane Gaylen, Rt. 8, Benton,
Mrs. Betheny P. Elliott, ftt.6,
Murray, Erin L. Roberts, 138
Hayrnont, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Ruby L. Starks, Rt. 2, Benton,
Heather L. King, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Patsy F. Pitt-
man, Rt. 4, Bic 615, Murray,
Robert Raney, Rt. 2 Be. 125,
Buctanan, Tenn., Loyd
Green, Rt. 3 Bx . 245, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda F. Swann, 1641
Hamilton, Murray, Mrs. Katie
M. Cunningham, Rt. 5 Bt.. 420
Cadiz, Mrs. Linda F. Lan-
cast& , 704 Dunlap, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Lillian S. Gann,
RI 1 Bx. 405D, Mayfield, Mrs.
Betty Afzali, 156 Washington,
Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Peggy
A. Aldridge, 1012 Reynolds,
Paris, Tenn., Lubie V.
Wallace, Rt. 7, Murray, Lillie
L. McAvoy, Rt. 1 Bx. 34,
Murray, Mrs. May Jones, Rt.
1 Br. 307, Alm), Ky., Otis
Lovins, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Ouida Burk, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
Cache Thorn, Rt. 1 Hardin,
Era Miller, 718 Sycamore,
Estee Lauder invites you
to celebrate Spring in
A FLOWERING WORLD
OF FRAGRANCE.
Estee Lau.der's Spring '79 is a very special world of warmth
and excitement, gloSious flowers and her newest -fragrance,
gifts, Discover Youth-Dew,, her great fragrance Masterpiece.
Choose the super spring sparkle that '-ays Estee. Or the
clean-feeling freshness of Aliag Each .wrapped in-boxes of
"generous blossoms and boughs, with linings in soft, buds of
blue and gold. There's Cinnabar excitement too—wrapped
in the radiance of its own Cinnabar red. Come, celebrate a
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Murray, Guthrie I. Grogan,
Rt. 4 Bx. 109, Murray, Jake
Niccum, Rt. 5 Bt. 475,
Murray,. Mrs. Nealie Wells
expired), Rt. 2, Murray.
NOW AT LOURDES
Mrs. Estelle Spiceland is
now a patient in Room 509,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Mesons may send
her cards at that address.
AT DOYLESTOWN
Roger Parrish, son of Mr.
and Mrs. &ob Parrish of
Dexter Rouri 1, is a patient at
the Doylestown Hospital,
Intensive Care Unit,
Doylestown, Pa. 18901, suf-
fering from injuries sustained
in a car accident.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. C. C. Williams of




Miss Rubie Smith of Murray
has been a patient at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
RECENT PATIENT
Mrs Paul Paschall of
Murray has been dismissed
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Thursday, Ma) 10
Murray Head Start v. ill hold
a rtcruitment and registration
day for all interested parents
from 10 a.m. to 3 p m. at the
Center, North 16th Street,
Child Studies Building,
Murray State. Parents unable
to attvid may call 753-72-
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
the World are scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
-- ---
North Pleasant Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Women
are scheduled to meet with
Mary Katherine Cain at 7 p.m.
Diabetes Association. will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First





scheduled to meet as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 at the Dexter
Center; Town & Country and
Progressive, with place and
times not announced.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Friday, May 11
Youth Lock-In for Grades 7
to 12 will be at 6:30 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Murray State University
Nursing Department will have
senior nursing , students'
recognition program from 6 to
9 p.m. at the auditorium,
Student Center.
Western Rivers Workshop
will open at the Brandon.
spring Group Camp, Land
Between the Lakes.
Annual regional high-school
track meet for more than 25
teams in Classs AA and AAA





Club will meet ,at the home of

















lel Air Decor Store
Soirtli 1 VI St.














will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens with lunch served at
11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Senior Ciizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Benefit auction sale by
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad will be held at the
Rescue Squad Building,
Coldwater Road at Five
Points, at 6 p.m. Donations for
auction items will be ap-
preciated.
KirkSey Ball Club will have
bake sales in 'front of Roses
Department Store and Otasco
Store starting at 9 a.m.
.Donations will be accepted for
money or items for the sales.
-----
Special Screening Clinic for
hypertension (high blood
pressure) will be held from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Department, North 7th and
Olive Streets. This is free and
open to the public
Calloway County Athletic
Booster Club will sponsor a
recognition dinner for all
athletes and cheerleaders,
Grades 7 to 12, at 7:30 p.m at
the CCHS cafeteria. Buron
Jeffrey will be speaker.
Honors Day Program at
Murray State University will
start at 3:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. s
Saturday, May 12
Murray State's 56th spring
graduating exercises will be
held at 10 a.m. in the Sports
Arena.
Saturday, May 12
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Spring Golf Tournament will
start at 10 a.m. at the club.
Members should sign up at the
pro shop or call Grace James.
Commissioning ceremonies
for ROTC, Army Reserves,
and National Guard will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University, at 8
a.m.
Regional high school track
meet for more than 25 teams
in Class AA and AAA will
continue today at Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University.
Exploring "C" Cookout of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will be at 10 a.m. at the City-
County Park.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
yard sale on the corner of
North 5th and Chestnut
Streets, starting at 8 a.m.
Gospel singing featuring
The Redemption Aires will be
at Locust Grove Church of
Nazarene, located one mile
north of Kirksey just off High-
way 299, at 7 p.m.
Close out sale of vegetable
plants will be at the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse, 1620
West Main, starting at 8:30
a.m. Flower plants will also be
sold.
Murray' High Athletic
,Booster Club will mann the
counters at Burger .Queen
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. with
proceeds of the day's sales to




Cagle, Baby Girl (Melinda),
Rt. 1 Bx. 25A, Buchanan,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nellie -V. Ratliff, Bx.
1065, Paris, Tenn., Joe R.
Humphreys. Rt. t, Murray,
Willard J. Windle, Almo, Mrs.
Cynthia W. Trunbow, 1623
Olive, Murray, Amy Goodwin,
Rt. 1 Bx. 15A, Clinton, Mrs.
Myrtle Wilson, Bx. 204,
Fulton, William M. Batsel III,
104 S. 14th, Murray, Mrs.
Cheryl L. Ahart • and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4•Cadiz, Mrs. Wilma
D. Miller and Baby Girl, Rt. 6
Bx. 255, Nlurri:vi, Theresa G
Trenholm, 213 Fairview,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Martha J.
Thorn and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx.
109, Almo, Mrs. Helen B.
Scott, Rt. 1 Bx, 301 Sedalia,
Mrs. Fran A. Fristoe, 1304 S.
6th, Murray, Mrs. Karen Hill,
Pine Crest Dr. Benton, Mrs.
Carole Boutwell, Rt. 1 Bx.
290B, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Mrs. Cynthia Koebel, Rt. 2
Paris, Tend!, Ronald D.
Zilaf or, Rt. 6, Murray, Glen D. ---
Redden, 413 S. 9th, Murray,
Wade H. Brooks, College
Farm Rd., Murray, Truman
Edwards, 607 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Allie Cunningham, 725
Riley, Murray, Mrs. Dellie H.
Crawford, 1105 Gatesboro,
Murray, Henry H. Whitehead,
Bx. 135, Dover, Mrs. Beatrice





Mrs. Vera L. Jackson and
Baby Girl, RI 5 Bx. 455B,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca H.
Page "and Baby Boy 210 S.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Retha C.
Hickman, Rt. 3 Bx. 62, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Yvonne H.
Hamby, Rt. 4 Bx. 126A,
Murray, Mrs. Viola Olswing,
721 Nash, Murray, Mrs. Dana
H. Bazzell, Rt. 1 Bx. 258-B,
Farmington, Mrs. Patricia
Pendergrass, Rt. 2 Murray,
Allison R. Graham, 715 Olive,
Murray, Roger A. Garland,
CR 55 Hamlin, Mrs. Mary J.
Taylor, Rt. 1 Bx. 832, Purvear.
Tenn., Chad W. Canter, Rt.
Bx. 185A, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs. Teresa Litchfield, Rt. 3
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie A.
Boren, Rt. 2 Bx. 79, Dover,
Term., Curtis R. Brooks, Rt. 1
Bx. 259, Farmington, Mrs.
Lula M. Michaux, Hazel, Mrs.
Reva D. Culpepper, Rt. 8 Bx.
590, Murray, Mrs. Oina B.
Turner, Rt. 6 Cadiz, Elroy Q.
Sykes, Murray Manor,
Murray, Fred H. Taylor, 1922
Red Oak Dr. Paris, Tenn.,
Linda M. Jackson, Bx. 36




TOLEDO, Ohio ( AP) -
When Bob Cready .turned 40
recently', his family didn't
forget his birthday. And they
didn't let him forget it, either.
His children Mikki and
Travis wore T-shirts that
read, "My Dad is Really Old,"
and his wife, Bonnie, wore one
saying, "I Prefer Older Men."
What really hurt, though,
Cready said, were the bumper
stickers that read, "Life
Begins at 40 - When Your
Wife Is in the 20s."
Mrs. Cready explained that
within a month she'd be in her
30s and wanted to make the




Church Youth Fellowship will
have a Rock-A-Thon from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the church. 
Theconcession stand will be
open all day for the public to
attend.
Sunday, May 13
Road block for Amy Ruth
Jones by the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees will
be at 12th and Sycamore and
16th and Main fratn 11 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of the North Branch,
Peoples Bank, from 2 to 4 p.m.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie T. Lee
will be honored on their 40th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room of Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main Streets, from 2 to 5
p.m. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include slide
presentation on Wildflowers of
1,BL at 2 p.m. and waLk with
naturalist for Wildflower
Search at 3 p.m., both at
Center Station, and Western
Rivers Workshop at Brandon
Spring Group Camp.
Burkeen-Cobb Vows




Mr. and Mrs. Euel Burkeen, 1004 Payne Street, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their youngest daughter, Donna, to Lewis Cobb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Lewis Cobb of South Fulton, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Burkeen and the late Mr. and Mrs. Loman
Griffin. She is a graduate of Murray High School and is
employed parttime at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Cobb is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Let Cobb
of Greenfield, Tenn., and Mrs. William Glover and the late
William Glover of Rives, Term. He is a graduate of South
Fulton, Tenn., High School and is now employed by J. E.
Campbell Mechanica) Contractors.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Jime 2, at 7
p.m. at the Independence United Methodist Church. A
reception will follow in the social hall of the church. .






(Charlotte), RI. 9, Bx. 144 B.
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna C. Mc Wane, Bx.
76 Hardin, Carman L Shekell,
808 Coledonia Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Debbie J. Richardson,
Rt. 1 Farmington, Mrs. Kelly
E. Bennett, Rt. 1 Benton, Mrs.
Linda Waugh, Rt. 7 Bs. 804
Murray, Mrs. Sandra Arm-
strong, Rt. 3 Mayfield, Mrs.
Jenny L. Paschall, Rt. 2
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Kathleen Stalls, Almo, Mrs.
Pauline Buchanan, Rt. 6
Murray, Harlon Black, Rt. 1
Bx. 244 Farmington, L. A.
Rowland, 2000 Gatesboro
'Murray, Charles L Rumfelt,






Your Home A Nicer Place...Char It!
000t5,EAR
PADUCAH PATIENT
Kennedy Mathes of Murrd,




John Cavanaugh of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
GMSTS HERE
Roy C. Edwards of
Louisville was the recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Belcher of Almo Route 1.
VISITING HERE
Mrs. Lorene Crouse Morton
of Pasadena, Calif., has been
visiting her sister, Mrs.
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• Lightweight Easy to Install • 4.000 BTU Capacity
• 10 Temperature Choices with Energy Saving Range
• 2 Cooling Speeds 2 Fan Speeds • Built-In Handle
888
- ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodyear Revolving Charge
• exible Pay Schedule • Monthly Statement
•:Jstomer Identification CAR CARD for
.-_.nvenience at any Goodyear Store countrywide
Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan
• Longer Terms Than Available on
Our Revolving Criarge
• Monthly Statement • Low Monthly Payments.
• It must he right
or we make it right





• Lightweight EaSY to Install
Temp. 




• 2 Cooling Speeds 2 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchange 've't
• Air 'Filter-Wa-'-' Constantly
- modet-6597
18888
GE Room Air Conditioner
Special Slumber Speed
Model 697..0 •
• 7.800 BTU Capacity
• 3 Cooling Speeds 3 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchanger Prds Stale Air
• 10-Choice Automatic Thermostat
• Handsome Flush Mounted
$26888




• Huge 9.700 BTU Capacity
• 10-Choice Automatic Thermostat
• 2 Cooling Speeds 2 Fan Speeds
• Air Exchanger Rids Stale Air






















• Cpnstant Adiust II R
G.E. 12 Diagonal
Sculpture'''. II




Store Manager Robert B Rudolph,
 Jr
Goodyear Service StoreMurray, Ky.
















Americans buffeted by infla-
tion, soaring energy costs, an
international trade deficit, and
daily news of the. dollar's sag on
World money markets will be
relieved, if not surprised, to
learn that they still enjoy the
highest standard of living of any.
Major industrial nation.
' According to data gathered by
4 team of economists from the
University of Pennsylvania, per
capita consumption of goods and
services in the United States far
exceeds that in France, West
Germany, Great Britain, Japan
and Italy. Our nearest competi-
tors in constimption, the French,
consume at a rate only 68 per-
cent of that for Americans.
But it is also true that the gap
between American living stand-
ards and those of other industrial
states is closing. And, lest we be
tempted to complacency, the UP
economists have put their collec-
tive finger on a potential
Achilles' heel of the American
economy: capital formation. The
level of capital formation is
closely tied to economic gowth
--' and the maintenance of _pr,osperi-
ty.
West Germany, Jan and
France all exceed_ the United
States in per capita levels of
- capital formation. Thus, it is
possible to predict that the stand-
ard of living in West Germany —
currently 66 percent of that in the
United States --may exceed this
country's within 20 years be-
cause West Germany's level of
capital formation is 134 percent
of the U.S. level.
Maybe that's why we never
hear German politicians scream
about "excess" profits.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and. • other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at • The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
whieh parrallel thve editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the sairinoiten, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or







WASHINGTON (AP) — Aging
athletes — and a good many younger
ones — sometimes pull up limping.
President Carter is no exception.
The president has been limping
slightly this week because he pulled a
groin muscle jogging on Sapelo Island,
Ga., during his Easter holiday.
Rear Adm. William M. Lukash, the
presidential physician, says it's not a
serious injury. He surmises it occurred
as Carter jogged on loose beach sand.
The tender muscle hasn't stopped
Carter from running, either. Jogging
remains on his schedule as a matter of
almost daily routine.
Lukash reports that until the muscle
heals the president simply doesn't run
as long or as fast as he did before the
injury.
When Carter flew to San Francisco
last weekend to participate in a benefit
tribute to murdered Mayor George
Moscone, the official White House
schedule said he would be greeted by,
among others, entertainer Carol
(banning
It didn't happen that way, however,
because the plane carrying Miss
Channing to San Francisco from a club
engagement in Las Vegas, Nev., was
barred from landing until Air Force
One was on the ground.
But Miss alarming appeared on stage
at the benefit on time, thanks to the fact
that she made the flight in full costume.
She also flew back to Las Vegas in her
stage duds — just in time to make a
scheduled performance there.
When Carter last week filled a
vacancy on the five-member Per-
manent Committee for the Oliver
Wendell Holmes Devise, he turned a
fleeting spotlight on one of the federal
government's most obscure entities.
Sorne folks might suspect it's one of
those hundreds of committees ripe to be
reorganized out of existence.
Never fear. It's already scheduled to
die.
1
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Holmes, the eminent Supreme Court
justice and son of the 19th century
.writer of the same name, bequeathed
8250,000 to the nation when he died in
1935 at the age of 90.
Because Holmes did not earmark the
money for a specific purpose, Congress
sat on it for 20 years. There was talk of
creating a Holmes park, with an ap-
propriate statue of the jurist. But land
values had reached the point by 1955
that there wasn't enough money.
Congress had not even invested the
quarter-million so it could grow
through interest revenues.
But the legislative branch finally
acted.,..lay creating the permanent
committee and, belatedly, added a
money grant to the bequest in lieu of
forsaken interest.
The committee decided to use most of
the money to finance a definitive 11-
volume history of the Supreme Court.
Three volumes have been published
and three more are near publication.
But the Holmes money, is giving out,
so the committee has drummed up
extra funds from the Ford and
Rockefeller foundations to keep the
project alive.
All the money will be spent by 1985,
by which time the 11 volumes should be





We see many things wrong with'It
today, but in its time, the belief in free
trade and competition advanced by
Adam Smith 1723-1790 t had much to
recommend it. It freed the growing
merchant class from the domination of
government and seemed to be yet
another example of the freeing in-
fluence of law that so stirred men in the
eighteenth century.
"Every man, as long as he does not
violate the laws of justice," Smith
wrote in his famous Wealth of Nations
in 1776, "is left perfectly free to pursue
his own interest his own way, and to
bring both his industry and capital into
competition with those of any other
man. . ."
One great advantage of this system
was that it freed leaders of government
from "the duty of superintending the
industry of private people" and allowed
government to attend to other, more
important duties
...firat. the duty of protecting the
society 'fronr the violence and in-
vasion of other . societies;
sesondly, the duty al protecting . .
- every member of society from the
injustice or oppression of every
other member of It.. and, thirdly,
the duty of erecting and main-
taining certain public works and
certain public Institutions, whkh it
can never be for the Interest of any




Her Roadside Flowers Continue
To Brighten Way And Day On 641
Sunday is Mother's Day 1979, and
once again — if we have any character
at all — we turn our thoughts and at-
tenticn to those without whom we
wouldn't be here and who have meant
or mean so much to us — our mothers.
Some are still with us, Others live only
in ollr hearts and memories.
For the past four years at this time, I
have tried to spotlight one of our local
mothers to serve more or less as a
symbolic tribute to all our mothers at
this special time for them.
First, there was Mrs. Pearl Jones.
She's gone now. Then there was Mrs.
Winnie Scarbrough, who is nearing her
100th birthday. Next, there was Mrs.
Karl ( Sara Hussung, and then last
year it was Mrso-Effie-44yers, who is
now 92.
I haven't personally met this year's
spotlighted mother, but I intend to
before the week is out. only heard
about her from a daughter whose eyes
glistened with tears as she loving,
related some of the reasons her mother
means so much to her, her family and
all who know her.
This mother is Mrs. Donunie Copien
Cleaver, now 78, badly crippled with
arthritis and since last Thanksgiving a
patient in the Convalescent Division of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
. Mrs. Cleaver was born on a farm
near Cuba in Graves County, one of
nine children. She first married a young
farmer by the name of Hugh Kesterson,
and they had two small girls wher he
died tragically beneath a falling tree
One of those little girls, Hilda, died a
teenager. The other, Beauton, is now
Mrs. John Guthrie and lives in Warren,
Mich.
In 1929, she met and married Hoyt
Cleaver, a cook on a railroad con-
struction crew at the time.
A widower, he had been left with
three young children — two girls and a
boy — when his wife died of tuber-
culosis, Mrs. Aaron (Virginia) Burkeen
of Murray is one of the daughters. The
other is Mrs. Earl (Vivian) Humphries
of Mayfield, and the son is Marshall
Cleaver of Nashville, Tenn.
.+++
For 45 years, the Cleavers lived
happily on a farm near Almo on €41
until in 1974, he died of a stroke. They
had three children of their own — two
girls and a boy.
Hagt, Jr., who has a Calloway County
construction firm, is the son. The
daughters are Mrs. Jewell (Della'
McCallon, who lives on a farm near
KirkAy, and Peggy, the wife of Edgar
Doores, principal at Farley Elemen-
tary School in Paducah.
"We always have been one big happy
family,- Mrs. McCallon told me
"There have been no step-children,
half-brothers, half-sisters — just one
big happy family." Seven of the eight
are alive and well. There are 17
grandchildren and 11 great-
grandchildren. Kenneth Cleaver, a
grandson, graduates from Murray
State Saturday.
++ 4-
A faithful member of the Alrm
Church of Christ, Mrs. Cleaver lived in
the Almo area for 50 years, and she is
affectionately known by virtuAlly
everyone out that way as "Big Mom-
ma"
The Cleaver home place has beer)
sold off until only six.acres remain. It is
located at the top of the hill .op the left
just before you drop down into that
creek bottom just this side of Dexter as
you go north on 441. •
Through the years, Mrs. Cleaver has
brightened the lives' of her friends and
neighbors in many ways but mostly
with her flowers, with which she spent
many tireless hours of loving care
She and Mr. Cleaver planted all kinds
of flowers and shrubs in their yard and
alongside the highway for passersby to
enjity in the spring of the year
crocus, tulips, daffodils, lilac, forsythia
and other perennial flowers and shrubs.
Each Mother's Day for years, they
would remember friends in nearby
hospitals, convalescent and rest homes
by taking them a bouquet of the sweet-
smelling, fresh-cut flowers. As the day
approached, Mr. Cleaver would prowl
the sides of the highway, picking up
discarded beer and soft drink bottles.
These would be carefully cleaned to
serve as vases for the bouquets — a
little something extra with a personal
touch to help brighten someone's day.
Although Mrs. Cleaver has been
unable to work her flowers for some
time now — in fact, she can't get around
at all any more because of her arthritic
condition — the flowers and the shrubs
out on the hilltop roadside keep right on
bursting forth in bloom each spring for
all to enjoy.
They still are freely given — as they
were when she and Mr. Cleaver were at
home — .for use in weddings,
graduations, church services and any
other such activity in which they are
needed
4-4-+
The last time the family was
altogether was this past Christmas, and
a special room was made available for
most of them to celebrate Mrs.
Cleaver's 78th birthday March 23.
Although different ones of the family
will be dropping in on her at hospital
Sunday, it will be July before they are
all at her bedside again — when
Beauton makes it home again from
Michigan.
"Momma wouldn't go anywhere or do
anything she wouldn't want any of the
kids to do," Mrs. McCallon said. "She is
that kind of a mother — always thinking
at someone else.
"And, do you know what she said the
other day! She said, 'This hospital
wouldn't be a bad place to be if you
could get around and help some of these
other people.—
Bible Thought
What doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love
mercy and to walk humbly with thy
God? Micah 6:8.
If you are seeking the Lord's will







1822-111/6 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyriglef, 111711 •
+4-4+4-44-44++++++++
The gas ferry was an attraction but did not cut a dent in the
enthusiasm of a car race sponsored by a club in Paducah which
included Benton to Murray and Murray to Mayfield as legs for the
race, with dinner being served in Murray. The events operated
under the rules and point system of the American Automobile Asso-
..
ciatio
Progress was marked by the construction of new buildings; as
n.
was the cultural and educational programs, with the Bank of Murray
building beginning Monday morning, July 5, 1908. The bulk of
the handsome structure had scarcely been completed before a dis-
astrous fire leveled the new bank building and two additional store
buildings, obviously .the work of arsonists to be narrated in the
following chapter. Hazel boosted the village's business growth
by starting three new brick buildings, two stories high and 75 feet
long, along the east side of Main Street under the sponsorship of
ft, W. Chrisman & Son, Myers & Kelly, and Bun Nix.
On Aug. 8, Emancipation Day, 1908, the last charter member
of the Elm Grove Church, William Gardner, died at the age of 92
years. His birth date was not far removed from a historic event
occurring 50 years previously in Calloway County when a heavyfreeze destroyed the entire tobacco crop as well as other vegetation,
Aug. 13, 1858. Despite the terrific loss, a group of sharp tobacconists
in Paducah sensed the enormity of the near zero temperatures andduring the night placed orders at daybreak for every available hogs-head of tobacco on the futures market, thus cornering the marketand profiting by millions of dollars. The heavy snow fall in April andthe freeze in August are unchallenged even today as the coldestyear in the countyVhistory.




Jan Gallimore, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dorris Galliznore is valedic-
torian, and Nelda Jean Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenwood
Robinson, is salutatorian of the final
graduating high school class at
Puryear, Tenn., according to William
Atchison, pr incipal
Deaths reported include John A
Parks and Mrs. Christine Burton, 92.
Mrs. Marjorie- Barnett has been
chosen "Outstanding Citizen for
Murray and Calloway County for 1968"
by the Tau' Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World.
Melanie Boyd, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William M. Boyd, and Steve
Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Moody, both from Murray, are among
the 10 Murray State University students
chosen to study in Quebec, Canada, for
eight weeks this summer.
Births reported include a girl, Connie
'Elaine. to Mr. and Mrs. Max Manning
on May 1.
New officers of the WSCS of First
United Methodist Church are
Mesdames William Britton, John
Irvan, Justin Stuart, Goldia Curd, Matt
Sparkman, Maurice Ryan, Katie
Martin Overcast, Richard Tuck, E. B.
Howton, N. P. Hutson, and J. B. Wilson.
20 Years Ago
The 70 piece Elementary School Band
of Murray High School won second
place in competition at the Strawberry
Festival, Humboldt, Tenn. Cecelia
Wallace, also of Murray High School.
placed second in twirling in competition
with about 30 other contestants,
Deaths reported include Mrs. 011ie
Wilkerson, 59.
Dr. Louis C. Ryan and Dr. James
Byrn, Murray-Optometrist, will attend
the Contact Lens Seminar at Jackson,
Term., tomorrow.
Sandra Bedwell of Kirksey High
School has been elected first vice
president of the Paducah District of the
Future Homemakers of America. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oacus
Bedwell.
Major Garnett D. Page, Jet
Operations Officer, was awarded the
Command Pilot Wings in a ceremony at
the Air Force Missile Development
Center, New Mexico.
30 Years Ago
Jackie Young, 6, died from injuries
sustained when a tombstone fell on him
while the family was at the Antioch
Cemetery.
Another death reported today was
Kennon Edwards.
Members of the cast of the play, "One
Foot In Heaven," to be presented May
23 and 24 by the senior class of Murray
High School include William McElrath,
Mary Elizabeth Blankenship, Joe Pat
Hackett, Janice Weatherly, Chad
Stewart, Norma Loving, Pat Sykes,
Betty Sue Outland, Joe Thurman, Betty
Lou McKeel, Jackie Wear, Harry
Smith, Hazel Rushing, Joann Parker,
Anna Ruth Billington, Peggy
Buchanan, Bill Cain, and George
Robert Allbritten.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Maxey on May 14 and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Farrell on
May 10.
Hardy Curd was honored at a dinner




Today is Thursday, May 10, the 130th
day yoefa1r9.79. There are 235 days left in
the 
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1871, the Treaty of
Frankfurt ended the Franco-Prussian
war, and Alsace-Lorraine was ceded to
Germany.
On this date:
In 1497, Italian navigator Amerigo
Vespucci sailed on his first voyage to
the New World.
In ins, the Second Continental
Congress met in Philadelphia.
In 1865, during the Civil War, Union
forces captured Confederate President
Jefferson Davis at Irwinville, Ga.
In 1869, a gold spike was driven at
Ogden. Utah, marking the completion
of the first transcontinental railroad.
In 1940, during World War lijierman
forces invaded Belgium, the
Netherlands and Luxembourg.
In 1941, a top Nazi official, Rudolf
Hess, landed by parachute in Scotland
in a private effort to make peace in
World War 11.
Ten years ago: National guardsmen
and law officers-brought a quick end to
What was billed as the first nations!
"zap-in" after rowdy young people
wrecked the block-long main street of
' Zap, N.D.
Five years ago: Iceland was
preparing for nelb elections after the
resignation . of Premier Olafur
Johannesson.
One year ago: Israel began the
celebration of its 30 years of in-
dependence after a day of mourning IN.
its nearly 13,000 war dead.
Today's birthdays: Fred Astaire 13
80. Comedienne Nancy Walker is 57:
Connecticut Covernor Ella Grasso is 60.
Thought for today: Humility is the
solid foundation of all the virtues —






































































AWARDED RESEARCH GRANTS — Admiring the plaque wh
ich lists the winners of
the annual $2,500 Presidential Research Fellowships at Murray
 state University and
which hangs in the Harry lee Waterfield library are Murray
 State President Con-
stantine W. Curris and the 1979 recipients, Dr. B. E. McClell
an, center, a professor of
chemistry, and Dr. Howard H. Keller, right, a professor in 
the Department of Foreign
Languages. McClellan's research will be in Irdce metal 
analyses, while Keller plans a




- have been awarded the
university's third Presidential
Research Fellowships of
$2,500 each by the school's
Committee on Institutional
Studies and Research. They
are:
Dr. B. E. McClellan, a
professor in the Department
of Chemistry, and Dr. Howard
H. Keller, a professor in the
Department of Foreign
Languages.
Their proposals for summer
research and study were
selected from a large number
submitted in the highly
competitive program, ac-
cording to Dr. Lynn B.
Bridwell, a professor in the
Department of Physics and
Computer Science and
chairman of the selection
committee.
A 1959 graduate of the
university and a member.of its
faculty since 1956, McClellan
will spend the summer
preparing four manuscripts
and finishing a reference
textbook which he is co-
authoring with Dr. Henry
Freiser at the University of
Arizona.
The four manuscripts.
dealing with trace metal
analyses, environmental
samples and fundamental
work in atomic spectroscopy,




journals for publication. /
Work already is underway
on the reference text, and a
contract for its publication has
been completed with John
Wiley & Sons of New York. It
will be used by individuals
working in the field.
A native of Cadiz
McClellan, who earned 04
doctor's degree in 1963 at the
University Mississippi, also
will spend two weeks in July
in England during which he
will present a paper at
Cambridge University.
Keller, a native of Brooklyn,
N. Y., and a member of the
Murray State faculty since
1970, will do a contrastive
analysis of word family for-
mation across language
boundaries by studying the
range of extensions of a given
set of prefix-root com-
binations in Russian and
Bulgarian.
He also will attend the
Linguistics Society of
America's institute in Salz-
bury, Austria, during the
summer. Leading European
and- American linguists will
discuss Slavic and Balkan
linguistics and related areas
of language analysis at the
institute.
Keller also will present the
results of his summer study as
a paper at the national
meeting of the American
Association of Teachers .of
Slavic and East European
Languages AATSEEL) in
December.
He already has gathered
considerable data in the area
of his proposal, and the
fellowship funding, he said,
will provide him with the time
needed to put the material into
a meaningful format and to
speak with linguistics scholars
active in the areas of his
study.
Initiated in 1977, Dr. Joseph
Cartwright of the history
department and Karen Boyd,
an associate professor of art,
received the fellowships that
year. Last year, the recipients









we serve it up with
plenty of fresh cole
slaw, golden fryes,
even crunchy hushpuppies. Our
new Se9fRod Platter is a feast of
your favdntes...at a very affordable
price
$ 29
We give you lots of reasons to love us.






and Dr. Melvin, Page, an
associate professor in the
Department of History.
Hospital Week Proclaimed
Governor Julian Carroll has
proclaimed the week of May 6-
12 as "Hospital Week" in
Kentucky. This action coin-
cides with Natty's! Hospital
Week, an annual observance
sponsored by the American
Hospital Association and its
member hospitals to show
appreciation for the work done
by hospital employees and to
encourage hospital-comm-
unity interaction.
This year's theme for
hospital week is "The
Voluntary Effort - It's
Working for You." The
voluntary effort is a nation-
wide program initiated by
America's hospital and
medical leadership to slow




world population about 25,000
years ago was only about 3.34
million, about the number of
people living in Chicago today.
Effort Steering Committee
has been organized for
Kentucky to assume
responsibility for carrying out
the national objectives. The
Kentucky committee is
composed of a hospital
trustee, labor representative,
news media representative,









role that animals play in the
enrichment of . our lives and
recognizing our obligation to
treat animals with kindness, I,
Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller do hereby proclaim
May 6-12, 1979 as "Be Kind to
Animals Week" in Calloway
County and urge each citden
to do what he can to promote
the cause of kindness to
animals during the week and





Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSVRANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-10S E. 12TN ST., SENIOR
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TYE RESIDENTS OF WIRRAL CALLO WAY COUNTY AND
 AURORA







For a Happier Mother's Day
Saves100
Save 1508°
Give Mom a Complete Hi-Fl System!
• Realistic STA-64B AM FM
Stereo Receiver with 18 watts
min. RMS per channel at 8




• Realistic MC-1400 Bass
Reflex Speakers with 8''
Woofers
• Realistic LAB-55 Changer
with Dust Cover, Magnetic
Cartridge
AM/FM Digital Clikck Radio
Chronomatic*-113 by Realistir
Now Mom can rise 'n shine to M, AM
or a buzzzer! Snooze Bar for a tew
minutes extra rest, Sleep Switch...,





Features the same type of
phase-locked loop circuit as
our best receiver, for audibly
superior FM stereo. Has a
switch for adding an extra
pair of speakers, giant-edge-
lit dial and meter for easy
tuning, lots more. Luxurious







Ready to use—nothing to install or
connect. Place phone handset in
cradle and it automatically amplifies






GIVE MOM THE VERY BEST ON HER S\PECIAL DAY
—AUDIO GIFTS FROM THE SHACK®
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.



























South, Murray DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.
Telephone
7 5 3-2 6 1 7






A DIFFERENT SHOW --• An exhibit by Murray High School art students will go on.display at the Bank of Murras on Thursday, May 10. The unusual "pop art" projectsere constructed during a unit on sculpture taught by student teacher Jim Jenkins, un-er the supervision of art teacher Betty Scott. The approximately-25-piece exhibit in-ludes wall reliefs, mobiles and free-standing projects. According to Jenkins, the unitpresented a change from the usual art processes and allowed the students to solveerent kinds of problems. From left are Clay Furches, Dave Latto, Jenkins and Teresaalker. 








co-sponsored by Murray State
University and the University
of Louisville will be conducted
in Henderson Friday and
Saturday, May 11-12.
Several attorneys and
judicial officials will be on the
program at the Ramada Inn
Friday afternoon, May 11, and
Satirday morning, May 12, to
discuss a variety of matters
concerned with domestic
relations.
The seminar is the fourth of,
1978-79 to provide continuing
education 'opportunities for
members of the legal
profession. Marlin M. Volz,
professor of law at the
UniVersity of Louisville,
developed the program for the
seminar series.
William B. Norment, Jr.,
president of the Nederson
County Bar Association, will
preside during the program.
Making presentations on
Friday will be attorneys W.
David King of Paducah and
Joseph V. Mobley and G.
Philip Deeb, Sr., both of
Louisville. The Saturday
morning session will include
presentations by Jefferson
Circuit Judge Earl J.
O'Bannon and attorneys
Charles Karnuf of Owensboro
and William L. Sullivan of
Henderson.
A registration fee., of $25
includes a handbook and other
materials. Participants must
make their own reservations
for lodging.
To register in advance or to
obtain additional tqfOrmation
about the seminar, attorneys
may call or visit Dr. Philip
Deaver, Center for Continuing
Education, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University.








May 17-20, 1979, Indian
Fort Theater, Berea,
Kentucky





Subscreart who hove not
r•coirod Man horn* difirmod
CO py of The Marray lodger I.
Timms by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3-30 p.. on
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753 1916 bativoron S 10 p.m
*ad 6 pm.. ktersary Friday, or
3'30 p mod 4 p Saty,.
days, to *taro diliyary of tin
oawspdamor. Calls mot be
pieced by fk 609•9661's




SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Navy
Quartermaster 3rd Class Gary
W. Ramsey, son of Al and
Mary Hansher of Route 1,
Almo, recently returned from
a deployment in the Western
Pacific.
He is a crewmember aboard
the amphibious assault ship
USS Okinawa, homeported in
San Diego. While deployed, his
ship operated as a unit of the
U.S. Seventh Fleet.
During the cruise, his ship
participated in training
exercises with other Seventh
Fleet units and with ships of
allied nations. Port visits were
made in several Far Eastern
countries.
The Okinawa is 592 feet
long, displaces 18,300 tons and
carries a crew of 528 officers
and enlisted men. She is
designed to transport assault
forces for amphibious
operations. She normally
embarks a Marine battalion
landing team and Marine
helicopter squadron during a
deployment.





This rate is in effect May 10 through May 16
TERM: 6 Months (182 days MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE





Savings 8 Loan Association 759-1234
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.







ST rr,r)43 rod st,,
BAKEWARE SET
Everybody loves "home oaked and this set gowes you the
pieces you need for a wide array of fresh made treats
All are sturdy, seamless aluminum NO 6-177
WEST BEND
Brews delicious coffee Makes 12 to 30 cups, then keeps ,1
serving hot for guests Twc way faucet, serve ligh,





Even it nv alurn,r jr
Great for making sandwiches
Pancakes eggs and bacon
Durable, easy to clean
101/2"
SKILLET
Ody sitect ski.'et made o'
Thick alumincii-n has Silver


















PIE PLATE 'N MATE
Bake your favbr tet.. ye unit
9-inch Cornflower Cornin9w--t•
,it in the sturdy t.lasttc snap
ness tikIS0 keeps other lto-is
fresh Pie plate ts feu), „
use, 190
QUANTITIES
.t- it in the attractive
plate — then store




















8 PCNI° 16 34"
COOKSET
Easy-to- 16a'n" non st Sliver Stunn interiors resist,_hIpp.ng and peer., Two covered saucepa•Is Dutch
skillet and roasting rack Oser1 safe in 7150 F 16 97
FOOD PROCESSOR
Powerful permanent magnet motor
provides instant starting Speed for




Makes popcorn using hot air instead
of oil Just fill the bin and tip it in.










Quiet, direct-drive motor 21,4-qt.
capacity Safety interlock switch
21/2-01.Etixies, discs. spatula. 113/14-11 
capadty
Steam and Dry tree. 25 soleplate vents release
steam at touch of a button Non-stick soleplate.
Center-mount cord for either-hand ironing H2/f-6311
$999
Can Opener/Sharpener
Handle, cutting assembly re
move for easy cleaning Built-
in knife sharpener 112/5-191
•







• Mrs. Melinda B Cagle, Rt. 1
Box 25A, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs. Angela G. Burkhart, 2101
Main St. Benton, Mrs. Kathy
A. Forrester, Rt. 1 Box 218,
Farrnington, Jason D. Bird-
song, Rt. 6 Box 209 Paris,
Tenn., Myron D. VanLeer,
Hart Hall, Murray, Becky G.
Beard, Rt. 3 Murray, David
Armstrong, Rt. 7,Box 592
Murray, Jody H. Gibbs, Rt. 2
Box 197 Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
A. Orten, Rt. 2 Box 247
Murray, Mrs. Joyce A.
Thorne, Rt. 1 Box 19 Dexter,
Donna R. Smith, Woods Hall
Murray, Mrs. Verna I.
Sholar, RI 1 Hardin,
Dawanna R. Belt, 1405 Main
Apt. 3-C Murray, Felix H.
Dunn, 601 Elm Murray, Mrs.
Eva E. Hjort, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Mrs. Linda Ann Mayo,
Southside Manor B-2 Murray,
Summar M. Sandage, Box 36
Wardell, Mo., Kenneth G.
Williams, Rt. 1 Box 167
Sedalia, Mrs. Diane W.
Rodgers, Box 564. Mayfield,
Ovie T. Lee, Rt. 1 Box 305
Almo, Lori A. England, 915
Johnny ,Robertson Rd.
Murray, Mrs. Alma Tracy,
1704 Vine, Murray, Mrs. Hinda
I. Jackson, Rt. 1 Box 194
Puryear, Tenn., Hugh Dowdy,
Rt. 1 Box 236 Farmington,
Mrs. Vennie Bishop, Box 19,
New Concord, Mrs. Girttrue
M. Carroll, Rt. 2 Box 213
Haze), Mrs. Allie Mae
Grissom, Rt. 2 Box 239
Buchanan, Tenn., Walter F.
Brockwell, 29 Hillcrest -Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., James Chavis,
Rt. 7 Murray, Willie F.
Glover, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs.
Anna J. Hamilton, CR Box 51
New Concord, Mrs. Esther
Burchard, 1103 N. 13th
Paducah, Laurie J. Downey,
Rt. 8 Box 610 Murray, Bruce
Wayne Littrell Jr., Rt. 3 Box
82 Murray, Mrs. Rosalee
Kelso, Box 13 Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Judy M. Benefiel, Rt. 1
BOA 174 Hazel, Mrs. Betty L
Robertslx, Rt. 8 Box 375
Murray, Thomas K. Andrews,
320 E. College St. Mayfield,






Koebel, Baby Boy (Cyn-
thia), Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Charles L. Hooper, Rt. 3
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Eva J.
Thurman, 515 S. 13th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma I.
Dixon, Rt. 1 Box 109, Murray,
Mrs. Vicky D. Stowe, 210
Chickasaw Dr., Hickman,
Steve E. Ferrell, 512 S. 13th
Murray, Mrs. Peggy J.
Valentine , Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary G. Easley, Ftt..1
Bx. 255, Farmington, Mn.
Helen S. Murphey, Rt. 2
Wingo, Glyco Wells, Rt. 2
Murray, Carlos Pierce, Rt. 1
Kirksey, Mrs. Betty L.
McCrady, 1304 Walnut Benton,
Mrs. Brenda F. Jones, Rt. 1
Bx. 41 Mayfield, Mrs. Fanny
Rehm Walston, Rt. 1 Alm,
Nod Parrish, Star Routt, New
Concord, Archie D. Turbyfill,
Rt. 1 Hazel, Mrs. Cecil J.
Seyer, Pine Bluff Shores,
Hamlin, Jack F. Vinson, Rt. 5
Box 210, Benton, James E.
Page, 603 ELsmere Circle,
Louisville, Herman K.
Venable, 1941 Kirkland, San
Jose, Cal., Mrs. Lucille
Billington, 1302 S. 16th
Murray, Mrs. Bessie M.
Parker, Rt. 2, Bx. 326 Murray,
Garvis L. Lee, Bx. 45 Dexter,





Cityscapes," an exhibition of
paintings by Francis Speight,
is on view at the Peale House
Galleries of the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts
through April 27.
Speight taught painting and
drawing at the academy from
1925 until 1961. As professor






Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
May10-11-12
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Tobacco & Dairy Products
Log Cabin
box 79' PANCAKE SYRUP
3/sioo
3/slw
Del Monte Whole Kernel
CORN









































































Owen's Best Slob Sliced
12 oz
BACON, 
U. S. Choice Boneless
SWISS STEAK
t 4 .7, Owen's Famous
lb I BAKED HAM
Owens Famous
lb )1 17 BBO BEEF
Eckrich
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I Funerals I
John Q. Adams Is
Dead At Age Of 86;
Funeral Wednesday
Funeral services for John
Quincy Adams were held
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home. Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev. Steve Davis officiating.
Burial was in the Memorial
Cemetery there.
Mr. Adams, 86, a resident of
316 East Wood Street, Paris,




Born Aug. 15. 1892, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Tete and Lavena
Neese Adams. He married the
former Bessie McGehee on
March 3, 1917, and she died
July 14. 1960. He later married
the former Sue Collins on
March 19. 1972, in Murray and
she survives.
Mr. Adams was employed
with the L. & N. Railroad for
over 31. years. worked as a
mail messenger for the
postoffice for 17 years and at
the old Laureighn Hotel,
Paris, for 20 years. He retired
at the age of 82. and was a
member of the Shady Grove
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Sue: stepdaughter, Mrs.
Marlene Dillon, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; two stepsons,
William H. Carnell, Pury.'ear,
Tenn., and Joe A. Carnell,





The funeral for Mrs. Irene
Smotherman is being held
today at the Hazel Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev. James
Garland officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is ooloist with
Mrs. Gwyn Key as pianist.
Serving' 'as pallbearers are
Mike Stephenson, .-Gene
Miller, Joe Adams, Calvin
Key, Bill Forres, and Dr. J. B.
Dover. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs; Smotherman. -72, died
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Homer Her
husband, Dewey Smother-
man, died Aug.45, 1978.
Survivors include her son-
in-law and daughter. Bob and
Jessie Cook, Hazel; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Paula
Duncan, Union City, Tenn..
and Mrs. Mike Stephenson,








Approximator is a simple.
free pamphlet that lets you
see what your home is
worth today.
Make sure your coverage
measures up.
Bob Nanney Ins. 'C








GradUation...,,uutinued From Page One)
Jennifer Ellen Day, Washington, Ill.;
James Craig Dowdy, Dexter Route I;
Jacqueline J. Hays, Paris, Tenn., Route
6; Suzanne Mary Hill, "Yuma, Ariz::
Knsta Ann Hobgood, Madisonville;
Brenda Joyce Hoffman, St. Charles
Route 1.
Kathryn Anne Hoke, Robinson, 111.;
Stephen M. Hopkins, and Sharon
Elizabeth Norton, both of Paris, Tenn.;
William Brett McClure, Henderson;
David Steven Meyer, Bryan, Ohio;
Janwin Gail Overstreet, Paducah
Route 6; Johanna M. 1. Reynhoudt,
Badhoevedorp, Netherlands; Maria
Maupin Shipp, Campbellsville; James
Mattox Whitfield, Brandenburg Route
1; Vickie Lynn Winders, Mortons Gap;
and James Robert Wright, Cahokia, Ill.
Magna cum laude - C. A. Bailey,
New Albany, Ind.; Sheila Anne Barnes,
Pembroke Route 2; Patsy Marie
Barrow, Gale Marrietta Hartzfeldt, and
Susan Lynn McPherson, all of Paris,
Tenn.; Joan Berthelette, Millville,
Mass.; David Charles Blivin, Vicki
Cherry Castleberry, Patricia Walker
George, Ronald E. Hobbs, and Robert
Floyd Mason, all of Murray.
Tandy Lee Bowden and Greg Leath,
both of Mayfield; Deborah Renee
Brantley, Caruthersville, Mo., Route 2;
Sherry L. Bugg, Wingo Route 2; James
Craig Ciontea, Elgin, ill., Route 3;
Patrick Joseph Cocke, Joy Irene
Pearson, and Polly Jo Prickett, all of
Paducah; Carolyn Sue Crane, Paducah
Route 4; Larry Victor Dages, Fern
Creek; Steven Howard David,
Columbus, Ind., Route 10; Mary J.
Dorris, Evansville, Ind.
Ronald Keith Durrett, Jr., Paducah
Route 2; Donny Ray Gill, Utica; Cathy
Jo Goode, Paducah Route 1; Vickie L.
Hayes, Ledbetter; Diane Elizabeth
Hickel, Manitowoc, Wis.; Kimberly
Kay Higgins, Hopkinsville; Elizabeth
Mary Holland, Benton Route 8; Marsha
Eldredge Lackey, Murray ° Route 7;
Lucy O'Bryan Lyvers, Bardstown
Route 5: James Allen Matney,
Madisonville; Pete Mayfield IV, Kevil
Route 4; susan R. Midboe, RockvWe,
Md.
Jane Manor Mitchell, Smith's
Grove; Jill Marie Nordman, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Gregory K. Northcutt,
Calvert City; Karen A. Norton, Paris,
Tenn., Route 5; Mik e Scott Perry, Pans
Route 1; Barry Vance Scott, Eddyville;
Karen Denise Spencer, Owensboro;
James Michael Taylor, Marion Route
1; Sandra Faye Tidwell, Mayfield
Route 2; Michael William Tinsley,
Marion; Jeffrey Randolph Walker,
Mansfield, Ohio; Rick Wehder,
lanuisville; and Sonia Gail Whitaker,
Gilbertsville.
Cum laude - Janet G. Allen, Murray
Route 6; Janice Marie Baggett, Gina
L.averne Cherry, Elaine K. Ever-
srneyer, Amelia Ruth Janes, Mary
Jane Lamb, Richard Terrill Lefebvre,
Ru Mn Mateer, Judy Marksbury Nall,
and Vicki L. Roberts, all of Murray;
Ellen K. Beard, Mt. Cannel, Ill.;
Randolph N. Berg, Shela Ladori Bon-
durant, Mary Ruth Brannon, Keith M.
Cline, Gail Lynn Klein, and David Allen
Shields 'II, all of Paducah.
Thomas Lynn Bell, Hickory Route 2;
John William Berry, Pembroke Route
2; Ellanee Francis Bidwell, Island
Route 1; Grace Ann Bittell, Phyllis
Bone Hendrix, Sarah Beth Levan, Lisa
Carol Mayfield, Kathleen Denise
Rut:earn, and Patricia Ann Smith, all of
Owensboro; Cynthia Marie Boulton,
Mayfield Route 2; Edwin Da Costa
Bradford and Robert Scott Hutcheson,
both of Mayfield; Alison Jean Breeze,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; John Albin
Bridges, Hickory Route 1.
Michael Lee Bugg, Clinton Route 2;
Mary Elizabeth Burcham, Clinton
Route 1; Roger Ervon Canunon, Olney,
Ill.; Kena Carpenter, Wickliffe; Narita
Ann Cassity, Murray Route 3; Barry
Bryant Cohoon, Guthrie Route 2; Brent
Ted Cole, Camden, Tenn., Route 3; Ivus
H. Crouch, Srnithland Route 2; Shelley
Jane Curtis, Donald Kevin Foushee,
Patricia Anne Hodge, Jeruufer Catlett
Moore, and Teresa Marie Spizzirri, all
of Louisville; Carla Denise Davidson,
Lynnville; Judith A. Eldredge, Murray
Route 7; M'Lou Emerson, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Harold M Flynn, Jr., Kevil Route 4;
Janice Cash Fuller, Eddyville Route 2;
Kim Green, Hickman Route 4; Steven
Bert Greer, Paris, Tenn.; Steven
Brown Grover, Calvert City Route 2;
Felicia Renee Hamby, St. Charles
Route 1. Karen Lynn Himmer,
Cahokia, Ill.; John Craig Hohman,
Brooklyn, Ill.; Jimmie Earl Jenkins
II, South Bend, Ind.; Barbara Joan
Kemper, Cadiz Route 3; Ann Rutledge
Logue, Gallatin, Tenn.; James H. Long,
Jr., Desloge, Mo.
Cynthia Jean McDowell, Marion
Route 7; Linda Jo Moore, Benton Route
8; Leanne Owen, Evansville, Ind.;
Marcia Faye Perkins, Tiptonville,
Tenn.; Randall Clay Poppell,
Brownfield, Ill., Route 2; Beverly J.
Ricker, Lake Zurich, W.; Richard Lee
Roberts, Bel Air, Md.; Carol Ann
Robertson, Tower Hill, R1.; Mark
Frederick Rude, Washington, Ind.;
Sandra Jane Schuster, Anna, Ill.;
Debra Brown Sears, Melber Route 1;
Paul Eugene Sheeran II, Vine Grove
Route 1; Michael Harold Shields, Ocean
Springs, Miss.
Nancy Marie Sills, Dover, lean.;
Candice Lorraine Simmons, Paducah
Route 2; Janice Roberts Smallwood,
Springfield, Ohio; Kelly Rene Smith,
Vienna, Ill.; Christopher L. Snyder,
Jasper, Ind., Route 2; Bonnie Ruth
Stockdale. Camden, Tenn., Route 1;
Margaret Jane Stovall, Centralia, Ill.;
Martha Elizabeth Stroube, Princeton
Rout, 3. Shirley Jean Toon, Fancy
Farm Route 2; Kimberly Ann Tucker,
Hardin Route 1; Mark Alan Van Hook,
New Carlisle, Ohio; Steven Joseph
Williams, Vero Beech, Fla.; Charlotte
Jean Wyatt, Hopkinsville; Diane
Elaine York, Lincoln, Ill.; and Bonnie
Jeanne Young, Huntsville, Ala.
Congressional Leaders Predict
Carter Will Get Ration Power
WASHINGTON (API
Congressional leaders are predicting
the House will join the Senate and give
President Carter pawers to order.
gasoline rationing if -there is a severe
energy shortage.
But a tough fight is expected and the
White House was waging a heavy
lobbying campaign today to pick up
wavering votes for final House action,
expected by early evening.
Wednesday's 58-39 Senate approval of
the heavily modified plan helps its
chances in the House "very
significantly," said Rep. John Dingell,
D-Mich., chairman of the House energy
and power subcommittee. Dingell
predicted passage by the House.
However, aides to House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill said a preliminary
head count showed victory might be by
an extremely slim margin.
House approval would give the
president the power to order gasoline
rationing- although either chamber of
Congress could exercise a veto within
15 days of suCh a presidential decision.
Senators passed the standby proposal
only after wringing a variety of last-
minute concessions from the president
Among other promises, the president
agreed not to use the powers except in
dire emergencies and to make more
gasoline available for farmers, taxicab
and truck drivers and for certain
energy-related industries.
Originally, Carter had wanted to
distribute coupons based solely on the
number of registered vehicles in a
household.
In an attempt to pick up support from
legislators from rural areas with long
driving distances, he modified the
original approach- to make more
coupons available in states with a
history of heavy gasoline consumption.
That change enabled it to pass the
Senate but could pose problems for the
plan ir the House, with its heavy con-
centraton of lawmakers from urban-
areas :aid generally would have fared
better ..nder Carter's original formula
Under the final revision, 24 states and
the District of Columbia would get
more coupons per vehicle than they
woild have under Carter's original
plan; five states would get the same
number, and 21 would get less.
The average nationwide gasoline
ration - assuming a 20 percent loss of
oil supplies - would be in the vicinity of
46 gallons a month per automobile,
based on a rough calculation.
-There would be a three-car limit in
obtaining coupons. Among other
purposes, the limit is intended to keep
people from buying junk cars to
become eligible for additiorual gasoline
rations.
Wage Council 'Starting' Assault
WASHINGTON (AP, - The Council
on Wage and Price Stability is "just
starting" its assault on companies it
claims do not comply with the Carter
administration's anti-inflation
....guidelines, a council spokesman says.
-We fully expect to start identifying
more companies publicly," the
spokesman, who asked not to be
identified, said Wednesday after the
tPouncil for the first time charged a firm
with non-compliance.
Ideal Basic Industries - one of the
nation's largest cement producers, with
sales of $410 million in 1978 - strongly
denied the council's claim and vowed to
.appeal immediately.
The company could be prohibited
from h'-',"^ government contracts
if it ., appeal. The council
Neace Gets Degree
RICHMOND - David
Rickey Neace of Calloway
County will be awarded a
master of arts degree during
Eastern Kentucky Univer-
sity's 72nd spring com-
mencement May 13. Those
receiving degrees will number
2,168.
EKU president Dr. J. C.
Powell will confer the degrees
at the graduation program,












believes it is "on firm ground" con-
testing Ideal, the government
spokesman said.
The administration has come under
fire recently for failing to name names.
In late April, Alfred E. Kahn, cotncil
chairman, cited .22 major corporations
- with annual sales of at least $250
million - as being in violation of the
voluntary guidelines, but refused to
identify them, saying they could still be
elgible for exceptions.
On Wednesday, a council spokesman
said at least a dozen firms were still on
notice, but it was uncertain whether
this meant the others were off the hook.
Two paper companies, Crown
Zellerbach Corporation and the
Hammermill Paper Company, have
Stock Market . 
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT. today. furnished to the
Ledger 8. Times by First of Michigan
Corp .of Murray. are as follows
Industrial Average 
Air Products as. 4-Ls








































Ve.leral -State Market News Service
May 10;1979
Kentucky Purchasmairea Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Baying Stations
Receipts Act, 544 Est. 550 Borrows &
Gala 21- 50 tower Sows monti$ II 00
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Boarg 32 aro 00
been charged publiely with "probable
non-compliance." They have denied the
allegation and are negotiating with the
council.
The development on the price control
front was coupled Wednesday with a
warning from President Carter for
labor not to expect any easing of wage
guidelines.
"There has been no modification in
those guidelines." said Jody Powell,
White House press secretary.
The statement came one day after
Treasury Secretary Michael
Blumenthal told a Senate ap-
propnations subcommittee the ad-
ministration had "screwed up" its
inflation forecast for this year. He
revised projections upward from 7.4
percent to at least 8.5 percent.
*CORRECTION*
The Wrong Illustration appeared and copy was inad-
vertently left out of last night's IGA Advertisement -










CENTURY CLUB SCHOLAR: Gena Lovett, a graduating senior at Murray High School,
was among 45 Century Club $500 scholarship winners recently honored at a Murray
State University alumni function. Shown visiting with Mike Peek, Nashville, Tenn., at-
torney and president of the MSU Alumni Association, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs_




ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP ) - Jim
Vernon, Democratic can-
didate for lieutenant gover-
nor, repeated in the first of
five scheduled news con-
ferences today his charge that
an _FBI. investigation of the
state administration -puts an
umbrella of guilt over all
Democrats."
At Ashland, Vernon called
for a conclusion of the
reported probe before the
primary election.
He did not touch on an FBI
spokesman's denial of
statements Vernon attributed
to a 'Frankfort agent con-
cerning the purported in-
vestigation.






Vernon said the Frankfort
agent made in a conversation
with him.
Vernon, interviewed by the
editorial boards of The
Lexington Leader and The
Lexington Herald, said
Frankfort agent Jim Huggins
visited his home on April 30
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All Federally Insured Institutions are Prohibited by Law to Compound Interest Se This Type
Certificate.
-Ask About Our Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Checks-
*********************'






8 Year $1,000 8.00% 8.33%6 Year $1,000 7.15% 8.06%4 Year $1,000 1.50% 7.79%10 Months $1,000 6.75% 8.98%1 or 2 Year $1,000 6.50% 6.72%90 Day No Minimum
Golden Passbook Deposit 5.75% 5.92%
Regular Passbook No Minimum 5.25% 5.39%
Deposit
Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty
Murray Murray
Downtown w;473e14 South
Branch _ Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Maul
753-7921
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To lose once to a team is bad
enough; but twice, well, Joe
Stonecipher doesn't have the
answer. We hit the ball well,
but we managed to make them
look better than I thought they
were," he said.
His Calloway County
baseball team was limited to
four hits as Marshall County
stung the Lakers 9-2 in first-
round action of the Sixth-
District tournament yester-
day afternoon at Marshall
County High School.
Calloway, 4-6, played
Murray High today at 4 p.m.
Should Murray win, the Tigers
will advance to the finals of
the tourney under its unique
format.
With only three teams in the
district, the loser of the first
round plays the team with the
bye, thus forcing Calloway to
lose twice to eliminate itself.
Last year, Marshall County
beat Calloway 6-0 in the first
round, and the Lakers went on
to lose to Murray en route to
the Tigers' Second Region title
march.
We seem to bring out the
best in them," Stonecipher
said of the Marshals. Marshall
County certainly wasn't at its
worst. It used key hits - two
ground-rule doubles and a
home run - and stellar
defense - three double plays
- in upping its record to 7-4.
Murray High is 12-1 and
nding a 10-game winning
streak, but Tiger Coach Cary
Miller was anything but
overconfident about today's
matchup. -Anything can
happen in one game," he said.
"Drawing the bye in baseball
is definitely something you
don't want to do."
Marshall County hurler
Mark Davis, winless in four
decisions before yesterday,
received plenty of offense in
pitching the first four and two-
thirds innings for his first
triumph. By then, the Mar-
shals had built up a 9-0 lead
and were well on their way to
assuring themselves a berth in
next week's region . tour-
nament at Reagan Field.
Marshall .County jumped to
a 3-0 lead in the second inning
when Allen Notes and Kevin
Holt walked and scored on
Kenny Solomon's ground-rule
double to deep center. First-
baseman Mike , Vaughn
provided the frame's final run
by singling home Solomon.
Mister Olsen
, In the third, the Marshals
used the strength of a two-run
single by Dean Jackson and
another ground-rule double -
this one by Vaughn - for four
more runs.
Despite a stellar defensive
play from Laker centerfielder
Kenny McCuiston in the
Marshal fourth, the winners
scored their final two runs for
the nine-run bulge.
Nick Darnell walked to lead
off the inning and seemed a
cinch to score when shortstop
Bill Presson cracked a shot to
centerfield. McCuiston made
a brilliant over-the-shoulder
grab, though, for the out.
But Allen Noles, the Mar-
shals' third baseman, belted a
homer to left to push the final
two runs across.
Calloway finally generated
some offense in the fifth to
score its only runs. Marshall
County appeared to be safely
out of the frame when second
baseman Dean Jackson
grabbed a grounder hit by
Marty McCuiston, tagged
baserunner Ricky Garland
and fired to first for the double
play.
But Tim McAlister, Mark
Berberich and Kelly White
drew consecutive walks,
Merlin, A Magician With The Microphone,
Breaks Hold By Quarterbacks On Television
By the Associated Press
You can't blame Fran
Tarkenton - for wanting to
begin his career in the
broadcastintebooth at the top
- as part of a No.1 network
team. And you can't blame
NBC for telling him he was in
the wrong huddle. They
already had their top football
commentator.
Commentary
His name is Merlin Olsen,
and he certainly stands out°
from his broadcasting
brethren.
He's bigger. He didn't go to
the Quarterback School of
Broadcasting, which has
awalecled microphones to John
Brodie, Len Dawson, Sonny
Jurgensen, Don Meredith,
John Unitas and now
Tarkenton. And many people
knowledgeable in football and
television think he's better.
Chet Simmons, president of
NBC Sports, is one of them. He
employedjarkenton for the
past three years as a pre-
game commentator. But when
Tarkenton offered his services
as the network's top football
color man, Simmons turned
him down. ABC, however,
more entertainment-oriented,
signed Tarkenton to do color
for the "Monday Night
Football" games that
Meredith doesn't do.
"Money wasn't a factor,"
Simmons said. "We have
Merlin."
So in one sense, Merlin
Olsen, longtimer, defensive
lineman for the fAos Angeles
Rams, finally sacked "Fran
the Scram."
The National Football
League and the networks like
to have the announcers arrive
at the game site at least one
day before the game to meet
with the two teams' publicity
people.
"Merlin is the hardest-
working former athlete to
come into the business," said
Frank Ramos, public
relations director for the New
York Jets. "His preparation is
amazing."
"He has total dedication.
He's always completely
prepared, more so than any
other analyst," said Joe
Gordon, publicity director for
the Pittsburgh Steelers. "He
comes in early, attends
practices and talks to as many
coaches and players as
possible,"
Yaz' Homer Propels Sox
By the Associated Press
Young Fred LyrM-*asn't
there when the Boston Red
Sox really needed him - but
ol' Carl Yastrzemski sure
was.
Lynn, the major league
home run leader, hit his 12th of
the season with one man on in
the sixth inning and unloaded




But after Brian Downing's
homer had put California
ahead by a run in the top of the
ninth, Lynn led off the bottom
3f the inning - and fanned.
With that bit of business out
A the way, Angels reliever
Dave LaRoche proceeded to
walk Jim Rice, then fed a fat
'astball to Yaz who crashed it
into the right field stands for
Boston's 9-8 victory.
Butch Hobson also homered
for the Red Sox, Who
weathered California's 17-hit
attack and, with the victory,
moved 10 percentage points
ahead of Baltimore and into
first in the East Division.
In the rest of the American
League, Oakland beat
Baltimore 4-2, New York
silenced Seattle 5-0, Cleveland
defeated Milwaukee 8-7,
Kansas City shaded Texas 4-3
L 
and Chicago trimmed Detroit
5-4. Toronto's game at Min-
nesota was rained out.
A's 4, Orioles 2
Oakland's Mike Norris lost
his no-hitter, his shutout and
his 2-0 lead when Gary
Roenicke of Baltimore
doubled with one out in the
bottom of the seventh inning
- but Norris didn't lose his
cool.
Metro-7 Baseball Event




today, and Florida State, a
winner in 41 of 52 games and
ranked eighth nationally, was
listed as the top seed.
Other teams and their
records in the order of seeding
The Murray High Athletic
Booster Club will have a
BOOSTER CLUB DAY
at Burger Queen
Saturday, May 126, 1979
from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
All proceeds will go toward athletic
sports at Murray High School.
aret Tulane, 31-11; Virginia
Tech, 26-12; Memphis State,
23-13; Cincinnati, 18-11;




Murray State, the OhiO
Valley Conference champion,
faces the Metro-7 champ May
18 in the first round of the





Darryl Drake, a wide receiver
on the 1978 Western Kentucky
football team, has signed a
professional contract with the
Washington Redskins of the
National Football League,
WKU's publicity office an-
nounced Wednesday.
A 6-3, 176-pound flanker,
Drake caught 31 passes for 380
yards and three touchdowns
last season.
setting up Stan Simmons'
double to drive in both runs.
Marshall County entere0the
game with a paltry .194 team
batting average, but outhit the
Lakers 6-4.
Stonecipher says his team,
in playing Murray, is facing
"the best team in this part of
the state," but he feels
anything can happen when the
cross-town rivals meet.
"We'll have to play near-
perfect baseball,"
Stonecipher said, "but I'm not
counting us out."
Miller indicated he would
likely start Brad Taylor, 5-0,




















Kelly Rogers 2 2-3 5
Don Key 2-3 I
Don Hargrove 2 2-3 3
3 0 1 2
3 0 2 0
2 0 0 0
2 0 0 0•
3 0 1 0
3 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
1 0 0 0





5 4 5 2
1 1 1 0
2 I 2 2
09144
lie
Calloway County baseball Coach Joe Stonecipher had a word with home-plate umpire Don Green during yesterlay's Sixth-District Tournament game against Marshall County. The Lakers lost 9-2nd played Murray High today.
Staff Photo by ibny Wilson
414.00%
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
noomss TI,Cgs yontoLiey 0016 GOOD,YEAR
SERVICE STORES










HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment
Oa a.
Stanik"
Includes listed parts and
labor - no extra charge for







. HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS •
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting systems
arialysis• Install new points, plugs. condenser. rotor
• Set dwell and timing • Adiust carburetor • In-
c/udes Datsun. Toyota, VW, and light trucks
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK.
• WE 00 ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS.




and Free Tire Rotation
#'11-24 $1588
Parts and adcl,,,nal
SeryiCes extra if needed
Front wheel drive and
Chevettes terluded
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
• Inspect and rotate all lour tires • Set caster.
camber, and toe-in to proper alignment • In-
spedt suspension and steering systems • Most
carS,i0me imports










2-SHELL FRONT DISC: Insta 4.1VNELL OINIM: Install new
new front brake Dads ael brake lining, all 0 WheelS •
grease seals • Resurface frn -1 , New front grease seals • Re-
rotors • Repack front ii,,, Ji• surface drums • Repack front
bearings • Check calipers a,. bearings • Inspect hydraulic
hydraulic system • Add I, 1 system • Add fluid
/does not include usrear wheels.. 
c,i, --- datsun, Toyota, VW








erant at 03 50 per pound
Additional parts and
services ertra itt needed
HELPS MAINTAIN MAXIMUM COOLING
• Perform comprete lealklieSt
• Evacuate and recharge entire system
ilarfiust drive belt tension
• Tighten evaperatoi condersoi vet compressor
mounts
• Most US Ca•% SO•na ImpOrtS
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whfchever comes first
SIX RIB POLYESTER




Use any of these ,ikay 
Cash
to buy Our
Own Custoraer C.. 1' In • Master Chwrge
,,11 rr , as,
• Visa • America-, E‘:,ress Card • Carte





PluS 11 63 UT
and did tire
Six-rib design Long-wearing
tread Dependable. smooth -
riding diagonal-ply construc-










Rain cedca if •e sen oul O !Our s.te
, 5ssie you a rain (MKS aiStor,n,




























• Drain and replace transfmssion
fluid • Install new pan gasket •
Replace transmission filter, kivtien
equipped • Adiust linkage and
bands where applicable • Most
US cars, some imports
















Add $3 00 Per NT'
for whitewall
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is waganted for at
ieat 90 days or 3.000 miles, whichever
comes first - many services, much longer
If warranty service fS ever required. g0 to
the Goodrar Service Store vvhere the
- Ake-
original wrk was perfornCed, and we II fix
it, tree If, however, you're more than 50
miles from the original store, go to any of
Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores nation -
S.. 12th Street
Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
tors Hours: 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Saf.
 AnimmimmINIMI
753-0595
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Incidents Abound During Lively
'Can You Top This?' Night In NL
By the Associated Press
In .early 1950s radio,
moderator Peter Donald used
to ask the question: Can You
Tennis
Top This?"
There was a revival of sorts
of this radio comedy mainstay
in the National League
Tiger Girls Take No. 6
. PRINCETON, Ky. - The Murray High girls tennis 
team
continued its winning ways, pouncing. on Caldwell County
 for
.a 9-0 victory yesterday for a sixth victory without a l
oss.
Murray hosts St. Mary at the Tiger courts Monday.
The results:
Murray 3. Caldwell Co
.1Candy Jackson d Dirui Shaper 8.0.
lowly Outland d Melissa McQuen II-1,
rerol Dick d Kathy Boyd 8-3. Starr Jones
MOUlfla Merrick 8-0, Kathryn Dick d
Airiest's Cook 6-2; Jennie Smith d Lisa
kekre) 8-1
Jackson-Outland d $htper-Boyd 6-0
Carol Dick-Jones d McQuen-Memck 3-0
Teesa Dick-Kathy Walston si Cook-
Vickrey 8-3
- all winners from Murray
MSU Netters Rained Out_
CLEMSON, S.C. - Singles and doubles matches 
involVing -
Murray State tennis players in the 
regionals of the
Association Of Intercollegiate Athletics For 
Women were
washed out yesterday and reset for today.
The Racers' Karen Weis played South C
arolina's Susan
Smith. the No. 3 seed, and teamed with fresh
man Bitsy Ritt
to take on the No. 3 team from Duke.
The tournament is a single-elimination affair.
Wednesday night.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Here's how it went:
- The Pittsburgh Pirates
blasted Atlanta 17-9 with the
help of John Milner's grand
slam home run and two
homers by Bill Robinson.
There were two near brawls
as the benches cleared twice
in the ninth inning, both teams
played the game under
protest, five persons were
ejected, four were hit by
!inches and Atlanta's Gary
Matthews also 'hit a grand
slam.
- San Francisco Giants
lefthander Vida Blue became
the first six-game winner in
the league with a 9-2 victory
over the Montreal Expos. He
went the route, scattering 10




became the second six-game
winner in the NL with a one-
hitter. He went 62-3 innings
•
Calloway County third baseman Bill Berberich, after grab
bing a slow roller down the line in
the third inning yesterday, fires to first for an out. The La
kers lost the district tournament
game, a 9-2 decision to Marshall County. They played Murray 
High today.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
"What?
You're call* 2,000
miles just for a recipe?"
Reach out.
Reach out and touch someone.
without yielding a hit, beating
the San Diego Padres 2-0 in his
third complete game and sixth
consecutive win without a
loss.
- Houston beat St. Louis 5-4
in 16 innings, but not before
three Cards - including
Manager Ken Boyer - were
ejected. A Houston policeman
had to move into the St. Louis
dugout after the ninth, when
irate Astros fans began
pelting the Cards with debris.
Elsewhere in the league,
Cincinnati downed the
Chicago Cubs 7-4 and Los
Angeles whipped the New
York Mets,7-2.
Both Pittsburgh Manager
Chuck Tanner and right
fielder Dave Parker, two of
the four Pirates ejected, said
it was the craziest game to
which they had ever been a
party - Parker adding, "from
knot hole until today."
The Pirates scored seven
runs in the ninth to break open
a 10-9 ball game, capped by
Milner's slam, which he hit
right after the first bench-
clearer. Atlanta reliever Gene
Garber plunked one off
Parker's size-large body, his
second hit batsman of the
inning.
Wants 9, Expos 2
Blue now has completed
four games this season, none
of them classics. He has
thrown two nine-hitters, a
seven-hitter and a six-hitter,
and his ERA i54.62.
Phillies 2, Padres 0
Ruthven's sixth win was a
bit more stylish than Blue's.
He didn't allow a hit until Dan
Briggs doubled with two out in
the seventh. He struck out two
and walked two in his second
consecutive shutout.
"If you don't get a no-hitter.
you shouldn't get upset,'
Ruthven said. "A no-hitter's
gonna take a lot of luck."
Astros 5, Chrds 4
Bob Watson's bloop single
drove in the Astros' winning
run in the bottom of the 16th.
ending a long, uproarious.pali
game.
St.Louis tied it 4-4 with a run
in the sixth. Then in the button
of the ninth, the Astros
mounted what looked like the
winning rally.
"Sure. After 5 p.m.,
rates drop faster than
my souffk. Like $2.57
for 10 minutes:'
1$1,M ill triC 1)11.1 OW milk. slit. \um's is a aw.iN NI Ivo) old friends pill Ihrur hu•auls
togethor uith photte•call and agree on the ingredients Niai can,call'a fa
rawm friend to find out utiat's
cooking or lust to sa hi Ilia! the One-Plus wav Pony other state. except Akt
.Ska and II:waif-after p nu
'km minute% Nton t tirit mitre than SL cf I plus tax ). even less if \on calf-after II p m
 or on weekends
SO malt out and touch sontel me Someone ulio s uaiting to share sour dz.












 62 PER TIRE
No thump ply, tough, aggressive
polyester cord body, long mileage . Discount curds mom neltionni sayings, stop by tot*,
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' AR 78-13 65.90 42.50 , 1.86
BR78-13 68.80 45.00 1.98
0R7814 71.85 2.27









HR 78-14 82.95 M:18 2_95FR78-15 78.80 . 2$5
GR78 15 80.90 55.80
,
2.731




LR78-15 93.85 66.15 3.30
NATIONAL
AIR FLOAT CUSTOM
• Rugged polyester cord body














































Wel lutep new resister phis,
"reties mitts wed askew; sent
tor lbw ; ire poles dwell wed
Swag, test bowery wil denies
system sea Impost ports. Ilectradt
I,jtissewe $4 less. . . 11-8's end








Set of 4 Installed
Sto In For FR .Coffee & Donuts!
Advanced, Inc.
Tire & Automotive Service Center
ADVANCED fr1(.;
























Guidry Volunteer Work Is Scoffed At By Peers
• By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — It is a sad commentary indeed on the moral
fiber of the tunes, the coldness and crassness of the
generation, that Ron Guidry is regarded as a freak by his
contemporaries because he deigned to stoop to an act of
unselfishness.
"He has to be crazy," said team captain Thurman Munson
after baseball's finest pitcher suggested — with quick ac-
ceptance from his bosses — that he sacrifice his role as a
starter and enter the bullpen to save the floundering New
York Yankees.
"I wouldn't have done it when I was 28," said Guidry's
pitching mate, Catfish Hunter. "I would have been home a lot
earlier if I had
"It's not the smartest thing in the world," Allie Reynolds,
the old Yankee mound ace of another era, told Henry Hecht
of the New York Post. "It's not a career stretcher. It's like
giving your brother-in-law a present. Don't expect anything
back."
Everybody keeps Warning the wiry, 160-pound fireballer
that his left arm is going to fall off or that he's going to wake
up one morning and find he can't lift a Cup of coffee — his
money wing just another slab of cold, useless flesh.
Guidry scoffs at such panicky suggestions.
"Those guys helped me win the Cy Young Award last
year," he says, referring to the Yankees, "Why shouldn't I do
what I can to help them?"
That's virtual heresy in today's world.
Didn't the theme of "All-for-One and One for All" go out
with Alexander Dumas' Three Musketeers? Aren't we living
in an age when the Golden Rule has been modified to read,
"Do unto others before they can do you?"
Sentiment is an anachronism.
Until recent years, sports had provided the last bastion of
unselfishness and good will. Traditionally, we have been a
nation of team players. The team comes first, the individual
subordinated. But now that's silly, schoolboy stuff. Hasn't
Ron Guidry learned that?
With Rich Gossage on the sidelines with a freakish thumb
injury, the Yankees were left without a short reliever. They
took an awful walloping recently on a swing out West.
That was when Guidry suggested, "Maybe I could help
them in the bullpen."
Word got upstairs to the frustrated Yankee brass. Boom —
just like that — Guidry found himself doing relief duty. In
three appearances he has two saves and a win, giving up no
runs.
It's not what he aspires to be. He, like any other pitcher,
admits he prefers starting rotation. He would like to win 20 or
more games again and another Cy Young.
But right now his team is about to go down in flames. So he
rushes blindly to the rescue.
Ron Guidry is a rare breed of cat — a loose, happy-go-lucky
Cajun from Lafayette, I.a., who doesn't aspire to commercial
exposure and public acclaim, who never worries about the
bottom line.
He's a modern Palladin in a white hat: Have arm, will
travel.




W L Pet GB
Boston III 10 643 -
Baltimore 19 11 633 -
Milwaukee 18 12, 100 1
New York 15 14 .517 3.41
Detroit 11 13 456 5
Cleveland 9 11 333 It
Toronto 1 73 167 11
WEST
Minnesota 20 1 714 -
Catlforrua 17 13 517 4
Kansas City 16 13 552 Vos
Texas 15 13 536 6
Chicago 13 15 464 7
Oakland 12 11 400 9
Seattle 10 21 313 1142
Wednesday's Games
Oakland 4, Baltimore 2
Boston 9, Califorrua
New York 5, Seattle 0
Chicago 5, Detroit 4
Cleveland'', Milwaukee 7
KAneas City 4, Texas 3
Toronto at Mimesis ppd., falai Mars-
da y 's Games
Seattle Jones 0-2' at New 'fort (John
6-0 t
Cleveland I Wise 3-3 at Milwaukee (Sla-
ton II)
Oakland (Johnson 0-4( at Baltimore
McGregor 0-I), n
California (Mae 2-3 at Boston Eckers-
ley 3-11. int




TeXIL3 at Toronto, (n)
Seattle at Baltimore, in)
Oakland at Boston, in)
California at New York, (a)
Milwaukee at Detroit, (n)
Cleveland at Minnesota, (n)















W L Pet GB
10 7 741 -
III I AM lOs
14 13 519 6
12 12 301/ SOs
11 15 423 141









Cincinnati 7, Chicago 4
San Francisco 9, Montreal 2
Pittsburgh 17, Atlanta 9
Houston 5, St Lows 4, 16 innings
Philadelphia 2, San Diego 0






anannau t Hume 3-3, at Chicago
(Lamp 3-0;
Philadelphia (Espinosa 4-1 t at San
Diego (Perry 3-21
Montreal (Rogers 1-1) at San Francisco
(Rasta 0-1)
St. Louts (Sykes 2-3- at Houston t Rich-
ard 4-1). in) )
New York (Swan 3-2( at Los Angeles
Messeramith 2-2), t
Only games scheduled. Friday Games
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, n
Atlanta at St Louis, in)
Duero° at Houston, (n)
New York at San Diego. in)
Montreal at Los Angeles, in)
Ptuladelphia at San Francisco. in;
Spurs Contain Unseld, Hayes, Take
By the Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO,. Texas —
The racehorse San Antonio
Spurs have never been con-
fused with barroom brawlers
under the basket. But they say
they'll continue to physically
challenge the .heavyweight
Washington Bullets -L like
they did in Wednesday night's
116-114 playoff victory..
Whether they can keep it up







behemoths Wes Unseld and
Elvin Hayes in grabbing a 2-1
lead in the best-of-seven, NBA
Eastern Conference cham-
pionship series.
The massive 6-foot-7, 250-
pound Unseld, who had bullied
the Spurs for 40 points and 41
rebounds in the first two
games of the ,. series, was
limited to six points and 18
rebounds. WorrOout by the
Spurs elbows and their
patented running attack, he
sat out much of thp fourth
Oaks' Golf Is Saturday
Those interested in playing in Saturday's ladies' spring
golf tournament at the Oaks Country Club should silo up at,
the pro shop or call Grace James before Saturday.
Tee-off time is set for 10 a.m.
quarter in foul trouble.
The 6-9 Hayes, meanwhile,
scored a mere 15 points, 11
under his playoff average. He
hit only seven of 20 shots and
one of six free throws.
"Mark (01berding.) and
Billy ( Paultz ) just didn't let
Unsetd get through," said San
Antonio Coach Doug Moe.
"They beat on him as much as
he beat on them. Before it was
just him beating on us and him
shoving us out of the way.
Today it was both ways.
Moe promised that the 6-9,
230-pound Olbercling and the 6-
11, 240-pound Paultz would
again try to match muscles
with the defending NBA
champions when the series
continues Friday night in San.,
Antonio.
. "It'll be okay for .one night,
but it's not going to be a
continuous thing," said
Washington forward Bobby
Dandridge, who got 28 points
Wednesday night. -I don't
think they can keep it up.
The Spurs trailed 58-56 at
halftime, but outscored (he
Bullets 20-11 in the first six
and one half minutes of the
third quarter. They led 89-84
after three periods and held a
107-93 bulge with 6:35
remaining in the game.
But the dogged Bullets
clawed back and closed to
within a point, 113-112, when
guard Kevin Grevey tipped in
a rebound with 53 seconds
remaining.
San Antonio's usually ex-
plosive Larry Kenon, shackled
by Dandridge on only eight
points up until then, got a key
basket on a rebound dunk with
32 second.s.remaining and then
rebounded when the Bullets
missed their next shot.
But he was called for
traveling while trying to make
a hot dog windmill pa c-S at-
tempt on an unnecessary fast
break with 19 seconds
remaining'. That allowed the
Bullets to close the gap to 115-
114.
fouled by Dandridge with
three seconds remaining,
Kenon then hit one of two free
throws and gathered in the
crucial rebound when
Washington's Charlet Johnson
missed a clean shot from the
corner at the buzzer.
Seattle-Phoenix
SEATTLE — Almost
everyone is feeling sorry for
Seattle SuperSonics center
Jack Sikma.
Teammate Fred Brown said
Sikma, who hit only two of 13




BATTING ill M bats t -Brack, SL-
375, Winfield, SD. .351, Foster, Con, 357:
Rose, Phi. Xi. Carter, MU, .396
RUNS-Concepcn, CM 36, Pohl, Hut.
14 Winfield, SD. M. North. SF. 13;
Parker, Pgh. 71
1(51-Foster. (in, 77, Winfield, SD, 23,
Carter. 311 St , Cabal. Htn, 24: Murphy,
All, 23
HITS, Winfield. SD, 44 TScott. St'. 41,
Foster. Cin, 40; Griffey (in, 41, Concept:II.
(An. 39, Russell, LA, 3$
DOUBLES-Parrish, Mtl, 12. KHrt
nanda, SIL,li, °mart*, Mtl, 10, Reitz,
StL, 10. Morgan, Ctn, 10
TRIPLES-TScon, StL. 6, Winfield, SD,
5; 7 Tied With 3.
HOME RUNS--Schnudt. Phi. 9: Mur-
phy, Atl, 9; Kingman. Chi. I. Carter, Md.
1; Dawson, MU, S. Matthews, All.
STOLEN EtA.SES-Moreno, Pgh, IS
Cabell, Htn, II, Matt, StL, 10. Morgan.
(in, 9; JCria. Htn, 9.
PITCHING (4. Decisionsr-Ruthven,
Phi, 6-0, 1.006, I65. BLee, MU. 4-0, 1 MO,
3,18, Espinosa. Phi, 4-1, .111:10, l05,
fttcharel, Htn, 4-1, 100,3.21;. Blue, SF, 62,
750. 4.62. Gnmsley, MU. 3-1, 750, 3.70;
Reed, Phi, 3-1, 750, 0.61; Udell, StL, 3-1,
730,276
STRIKEOUTS-Richard, Htn, 47;
Sutton, LA, 37: Blue, SF, 35; PNiekro, AU,




NEW ORLEANS JAZZ- Named Frank




free agents Larry Douglas and Jerry
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 65 at bats t---Kemp, Drik
415, Smalley. Min. 400. Lemon. (.3u, 771,
Wiliong, Min. 370. ABannistr. CM. .307,
Porter, KC, 357
RUNS-Lynn. Ban. 31. Otis, KC. 27,
snyucy, Mis, W; Lenore. oat, s 'nod
With 22
RBI -Baylor. Cal, NI; Lyon, Bark 111;
Porter, KC, 29; Cooper. MB. 17.„-lancana,
641, M
HITS-Smalley. Mm. 44; Lama, ahl,
41, Horton, Sea, 31. Cooper, Mil, 78;
Laniard, Cal, 3111. Landreaus. Mlle, lift
DOUBLES-Leman, Cis, II; Caspar,
MI 10; Downing, Cal, 9, CWaohgtn, Chl,
9; Norwood, Min, 9; BBell, Tex, ft.
TRIPLES-LeFlore, Det, 3. Llamas.
Sea, 3, 17 Tied With 2
HOME R1JNS-Lynn. Ban, 13. Thomas,
Mil, 9, Singleton, Bal, 8, Smalley, Min, I.
LAtay, Bal, 7; Cooper, Mil. 7. Ogilvie, Mil.
7; Grass Oak, 7.
STOLEN BASES- Leilore, Oat, 13
JCrus, Sea, IS; Ohs, KC, It, Manning, Cle,
8, Manes, Sea, 8, Wills, Tex, 1
PITCHING (4 Deasions -John, NY, G-
O. 1.000, 1.92; Koosmon. Min, 641, IMO,
4.23, Kern. Tex, 4-0, 1.000, 1.53; Marshilk
Min, 5-1, .833. 0.1115. Splittorff, KC, 4-1, 06.
2.96. Jenkins, Tex, 4-1, 800, 3,34; Draim,
Boa, 3-1, 750, 310, Eckersley, Ban, 61,
750, 3.41
ctions p.
Taylor, wide receivers, Dave DiClecio and
Bernie Winters, defensive ends, Anthony
Anderson, running back. Derrick Clasper.
cornerback. Mark Oliver, mebacker, and
George small, guard.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS- Signed John
Floyd, wide receiver, to a series of one-
year contracts
1 16-1 14 Win
Basketball Association playoff
loss to the Phoenix Suns, is
being "neutralized" Or the
officials. -
Phoenix center Joel
Kramer, who took over in the
third game of the Western
Conference championship
playoffs after center Alvan
Adams sprained his ankle
Sunday, agreed Sikma had "a
bad shooting night ...but I
don't think this is indicative of
how he shoots."
The best-of-seven playoff
series is tied at two games
each, with the teams retur-
ning to Seattle's Kingdome for
the fifth game Friday night.
Officials are "not giving
Jack a chance to playruBrown
complained. -Jack canit even
move around. They're
neutralizing him. It wasnlour
fault Adams sprained his
ankle."
Seattle Coach Lenny
Wilkens.; meanwhile, said his
players paid . too Much at-
tention to the officiating and
should let him do the griping
to officials. Wilkens drew a
technical foul in the second
half of Tuesday's game.
Murray Little
League Baseball
The final signup for Little League
Baseball (ages 11 and 12) will be from '9
to 11 Saturday May 12 at the new city
park. Every player on each team will
participate in each full game for a
minimum of six (6) consecutive outs













Now! Offs-the-Shelf Delivery on
Low Cost Personal  Computers!




CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)
Put Radio Shack's TRS-80" -̀to Work for You Today!
• TRS-80 1979 Prices Have Not
and WILL NOT be Increased
• Now Used in Offices, Schools,
Hospitals, Labs, even at Home!
• No Prior Knowledge of Computing
is Required to Use the TRS-80
• TRS-80 is the,World's Most
Widely-Used Small Computer
• Designed and Manufactured in






An Incredibly Useful Gift
P.S. As a gift for your dad, grad. stoilt2nt. even your
12-year-old whizkid during the long hot summer, think
about T RS-80 Or, to put it another way. can you afford'
not to? Get a free demonstrationond TRS-80 catalog at
our store nearest you'
FOR A DEMONSTRATION AND OUR FREE COMPUTER CATALOG, COME 41 NOW.




Businessmen, professionals, teachers and students by the tens
of thousands have taken advantage of Radio Shack's
microcomputer price breakthrough, in some cases waiting
months for delivery. Now the waiting—except for a few peripheral
items—is over. You can get into computing WITHOUT DELAY
at over 7000 Radio Shacks and dealer stores around the
world. And we service what we sell!
Fully Wired and Tested, NOT a-Kit
TRS-80 is the world's first pass-produced complete
microcomputer-system. It -includes its own 12" video 
monitor.
It's U.L. approved. It's fully expandable in power, language
and its ability to accept printers, disk drives, telephone
interfaces, voice synthesizers and a wide range of off
-our-shelf
software. At less than the price of a Leica camera or mos
t
video tape recorders, TRS-80 could well be the most satisfy
ing
investment you've ever made for your business, trade, education
or merely the pure pleasure of understanding the
technology that's "taking over" our world.
The system shown here can help teach you to analyze inve
stments,
manage the budget of a household or small business, te
ach
students math or other subjects_ It can also catalog collecti
ons
of all kinds. Or entertain you by playing chess!
Add accessories and TRS-80 will really surprise you it'll keep
a 100-account General Ledger with up to 1800 entri
es per
month. It can control a 1000-item inventory It can calculate and
print paychecks. And, with a 1.ittlp imagination, you can 
create
your own i computer programs. Li.ke the surgeon who uses
hi TRS-80 to calculate delicate cornea transplants.
Level-2 16K TRS-80 Level-1 4K TRS-80
System as Shown* Starter System*
$988 $599
* Level refers to version of BASIC language. Level-2 is 
faster, more complete
Level and memory can be expanded All 
systems include 232-page user s
manual and game cassette 4K system omits 












PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
•
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ACEI Chapter Names Officers
MURRAY — Angie Jones of
Cadiz Route 6 has been elected
president of the Murray State




A junior, she is theilaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Jones. Her major field of
study is elementary
education.
Other ACEI officers for next
year arel
Teresa G. Basile,
Elizabethtown, Ill., Route 1.
vice-president for programs;
Kiln Spencer, Mt. Carmel,
Ill.; vice-president for
membership; Sherry L.
Darnall, Cadiz Route 5,
NEW ACEI OFFICERS — Officers of the Associati
on for Childhood Education In-
ternational (ACEI) chapter at Murray State University h
ave .been elected for the 1979-
80 school year. They are: (seated) Kim Spencer (left)
, Mt. Carmel, Ill., vice-president for
membership; and Angie Jones, Cadiz Route 6, pres
ident and (standing from left)
Teresa G. Hastie, Elizabethtown, Ill., vice-president 
for programs; Andrea Marsh, Ben-
ton, publicity chairman; Lou Dudley, Trenton, fu
nd-raising chairman; and Sherry Dar-
nall, Cadiz Route 5, secretiry-treasurer.
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride ( 901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
secretary-treasurer; Andrea
Marsh, Benton, publicity
chairman; and Lou Dudley,
Trenton, fund-raising
chairman.
Miss Hastie is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robin Hastie.
She is a junior elementary
education major with a minor
in English.
Miss Spencer is an
elementary education major
with an area in English. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Spencer.
Miss Darnall, who has a
double major in elementary
education and history, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin C. Darnall. She is a
junior.
Miss Marsh is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Marsh,
Jr.
Miss Dudley, also an
elementary education major
is the daughter of Mrs. Wok
Dudley.
Members of the ACEI
chapter at Murray State at-
tend a state meeting each year
and participate in the in-
ternational meeting. The state
meeting is scheduled in
Louisville in October and the
international meeting in San
Francisco next spring.
Co-sponsors of the Murray
State chapter of ACEI are
June Smith and Dr. James
Carlin. Carlin is also state
president of the ACEI, which
is an organization open to all
who are concerned with the




David Frank, son of Dr. and
Mrs. James Frank, Murray,
was named managing editor
of the Western Kentucky
University yearbook, the
-Talisman,-"- according to the
university publications
committee.



















All accounts listed above hove a $1,000.00
minimum deposit.
Certificates of Deposit, Regular Passbook
and Golden Eagle Passbook interest
compounded daily.
Federal Law prohibits compounding














slop 00 ',Mormon deposit




6-month or 26-week term
S10,000.00 minimum deposit
No Federally Insured Financial
institution Can Offer You More!
"The place where thousand ,5 ore saving mill ion,"
HOME FEDERAL





*Substantial interest penaltysrequired by federal law on early
 withdrawal from CertifiCatt-,
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8 speed, includes one pt f111111




Game And Coaster Set
Complete with chess and checkers. 4
darts and 6 coasters, walnut finish
wood.
No. E1903
Pitcher and Bowl Set
Lovely pitcher and bowl set is just right




















Baca Itghted numerals for
easy nAght time lagilodity, has






Cooks 8-10 hours un-
watched, for only a few
















40. Helps stop the greasies.












Regular or mint flavored







Off Mfg. Suggested Retail Prices
A Nice Gift For Mother
Jewelry Box
Large and roomy. Automatic tray, lock and key
Choice of black or white.
No. 030
,499
Automatic cordless system by Clairol.





With mist Mei prowl cool tM, swivel,








Gee% emu* for delleets eederm-ess,
petwerfel ertisegb I. sieve yore legs,-






Seals everything in air tight boilable cooking






1000 watts, turbo-fib design, 3 heat




All wood an elegantly sculptured. Left lid reveals
sectioned interior with lid mirror. Bottom
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Used and endorsed by fishermen throughout
the United States and Canada, the Gee's Im-
proved Wire Minnow Trap is the most ef-
ficient, durable, and easily operated trap on
the market at any price
, May 10, 1979
"X.M.LIELPrirrlliifir
Nylon, Vinyl & Leather
For,2 & Aboor Cars,































*Metal Sheds 'Fences *Gutters
*Garbage Cans
Only •Gal.
































Designed especially to meet the needs of the avid light
tackle baitcaster and the bass fisherman Lightweight
construction, fast retrieve, perfect palm fit and a host of
outstanding perforninnce features make the Bantam 100















Rod & Reel Combo
Featuring 404 Reel and
5 Fit. 34 Inch 4040 Rod




























_ 4" x 9" with






with ball bearing (Iri% ,
















































Victory Porch I Deck
Floor Enamel
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Patsy Humphreys has been
named headquarters manager
and George Stockton
treasurer of the Carroll
Hubbard for Governor
organization in Calloway
County for the Democratic
primary May 29.
David Graham, coordinator
of the local Hubbard for
Governor campaign, said he is
especially pleased that
people of their enthusiasm,
bow-how, and concvn for
good government have made
cOmmitments to fill these
roles."
Mrs. Humphreys, a
homemaker, is a native of
Benton, where her mother,
Mrs. Bessie Roberts, still
resides. She earned the B. S.
degree in home economics at
Murray State University and
taught for seven years in
Gideon, Mo.
Well-known for her work as
a seamstress, Mrs. Hum-
phreys is active in the Murray
Woman's Club, particularly
the Creative Arts Depart-
ment. She has also been in-
volved in several other
community and civic ac-
tivities.
She and her husband, Dr.
Ben Humphreys. chairman of
the Department of
Professional Studies at
Murray State, attend the
University Church of Christ.
HUBBARD HEADQUARTERS SCHEDULE — Patsy Hum-
phreys, headquarters manager, and George Stockton,
treasurer for the Carroll Hubbard for Governor campaign
in Calloway 
County, discuss the schedule for the local
headquarters at 118 S. 5th St.
They have three daughters — 
He is married to the former
Mrs. Linda H. Barber of 
Linda Sharp of Owensboro.
Madisonville, Rebecca of 
They have a' daughter, Kathy,
Nashville, and Emily, a senior 
6, and live at 1601 Hermitage
at Murray High School. They 
Place. The Stocktons attend
live at 1606 Hermitage Place. 
the First United Methodist
Stockton has been director Ch
urch in Murray.
of personnel services at
Murray State since 1969 and is
a partner in the Seven Seas 
As B
Restaurant. He also served tit
three years on .the business
faculty and. a year in the Me
mbers of the Bethel
business office at Murray 
United Methodist Fellowship
State. will 
be rocking in a 12 hour
A native of Carlisle County, Rock-a-Tho
n this Saturday,
Stockton earned the B.S. and May 12 f
rom 8 a.m.-trr8 p.m.
M.A. degrees at Murray State. The purpose 
of the Rock-a-
Thon is to raise money for
Don't Forget Mother's























au-istian Youth Ministry in
the Church and to sponsor 12
young people to Summer
Camp at Lakeshore Methodist
Assembly in Eva, Tenn.
Hot dogs, hamburgers, pie:
cake, homemade ice cream,
cokes, etc. will be served at
the church all day beginning
at 11 .m. until about 7p.m.
The public is invited to
participate in the events of the
day by coming out, rooting the
young people on, and by em'
joying some good food, a
church spokesman said.
Bethel Church is located two
miles out of Murray, off Hwy.
94 East, on Bethel Road.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky - USDA -
Cattle and calves 500: feeders 50 percent.
reprisented classes steady, slaughter
heifers few mixed good and choice 2-3 735-
915 lb 72.00-72 50. stakdard and good MO-
1000 lb 62.25-68.00, ccrnmercial co vrs 53.0°-
5625; utility 53.00-59.00. few high dressing
individuals 60.0041.75, cutter 6300-6000
canner 49 00-53 00. slaughter bulls 1100-
1825 lb 79 75-74 75, 2-3 67 5049 00. choice
170-390 lb vealers 100 00-111 00: calves
untested: feeler steers choice 315.403 lb
90o0-100.00; good and choice 355-530 lb
6700-9600, heifers choice 298-316 lb 90 00-
94.25: good and choice 395400 lb 7400-
0056
Hogs 700. barrows and gilts 25-50 lower .
1-2 195-230 lb 4560-4590. 2 220.235 lb 4525-
4660: 2-3210-265 lb 44 2i-45 20; 3235-305 lb
44 00-44 75: sews near steady, 1-2 3304001b
38 60-39 50: 400-640 lb 39.5040.75, few 4150:
3 no-soo lb 37 00-37 75. boars over 300 lb
3500-3050
Sheep 25 represented classes _steady,_
ChOICe and prime vein/ slaughter lambs
81-75 lb 72 00; choice and prime 91 lb old
q-op shorn 6500. few 125 lb 55.00.














U.S. Highway 41. North
Madisonville. Kentucky
Honored Speaker. Carroll Hubbard
, $15.00 Single $25.00 Couple
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senate critics of a new treaty
to cap the arms race are
vowing to change or reject it
despite President Carter's
plea for ratification to
diminish "the shadow of
nuclear war."
The strategic arms
limitation treaty with the
Soviet Union is expected to
produce the most searching
national security debate since
the end of World War II. The
outcome is far from sure.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congressional leaders are
predicting the House will join
the Senate and give President
Carter powers to order
gasoline rationing if there is a
severe energy shortage.
But a tough fight is expected
, and the White House was
waging a heavy lobbying
campaign today to pick up
wavering votes.
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
talk of gasoline rationing
turns to fact, police, bus
systems and farmers will be
among the few receiving-as
much fuel as they need, a
federal energy report in-
dicates.
The big gasoline losers,
according to Department of
Energy figures, will be owners
of gas-gulping cars and people






Salvador t AP) — Three anti-
government leftists who oc-
cupied the Costa Rican
Embassy for five days ac-
cepted safe conduct and left El
Salvador, but other members
of the Popular Revolutionary
Bloc continued to hold the
French Embassy and San
Salvador's cathedral. The
three flew to Costa Rica
Wednesday as another anti-
government organization
threatened foreign diplomats
if their governments con-
tinued to support the military
regime of President Carlos
Humberto Romero.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK AP) — The
United Airlines- strike is
proving costly to the nation's
biggest air carrier and in-
convenient to thousands of
travelers, but it appears to be
a bonanza worth as much as $6
million a day to the airline's
competitors.
The strike, which began
March 31, is the first major
shutdown for an airline since
an industry mutual aid pact
was abandoned last December
— a major step toward
deregulation of the industry.
Women who drink heavily
during pregnancy risk having
babies with physical and
mental defects, according to
the National Foundation-
March of Dimes. More than 1
million women of childbearing
age are alcoholics.
PAINT RECEIVED — H. L Ford, manager, Murray Supply Company, rights presents 12
gallons of latex paint, roller, etc., to Max Dowdy, left, commander of the Calloway




The Murray Congregation of
Jehovah's Witnesses attended
the highlight session of their
semi-annual circuit assembly
in Madisonville. Sunday at 2
p.m. ,where 1,608 gathered to
hear Wafehtower represen-
tative, Lester Roper, speak
on the Bible subject "A
Cleansed Earth - Will You
Live To See It?"
The two-day meet attracted
congregations from Ten-
nessee, Western Kentucky,
and Southern Indiana for a
program showing the im-
portance of adhering to the
Bible's moral code, according










107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekedays
111.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.
with a beautiful new Lamp from Mar-Kel
FIRST QUALITY LAMPS, NEWEXCITING
STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM — ALL AT PRICES
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO PASS UP
LARGE GINGER JAR LAMPS
With Pleated









MA -KEL LIGHTING FACTORY OUT-LET
LAKEWAY VI AGE SHOPPING CENTER 
PARIS, TENN. HIGHWAY 79 EAST
STO E HOURS 
10 A.M. TIL 7 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
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Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 9.617% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through
May 16
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
TERMS
3 months
1 or 2 years
2',2 or 3 years
4 years
6 years

























Federal law requires a substantial interest pen
alty on amounts withdrawn before 
maturity amounting to for-
feiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of t



























TELL ,fOUR STUPID FRIEND
THAT IF HE WAKE5 ME UP
AGAIN AT FIVE IN THE
MORNING WITH HIS 5TUPID
























AUCTION DONATION — Max Dowdy, left, commander of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad, accepts the emergency lighting system from Earl Overby, manager,
center, and Mark Elkins of the Wholesale Electric Company for the auction planned by
the Squad at the building, 806 Coldwater Road, at five Points, scheduled Friday, Mav
11, at 6 p.m.
Country Club Board Approves
Memberships; Endorses Program
In a meeting devoted
primarily to a discussion of
guidelines for the main-
tenance and operation of its
clubhouse area, the board of
directors of the Murray
Country Club Monday night
approved six membership
applications and endorsed a
recommended program for
member help in maintaining
the golf and tennis areas.
The membership ap-
--plications approved were for:
Rex E. and Ann Donelsen,
Route 6. He is a field
superintendent with. Midwest
Mechanical Company.
Johnny Gingles, Route 2,




Jackson. He is product
manager at the Sager Glove
Company, and the family is in
the process Of -moving to
Murray from Oklahoma.
Carr McCalla, 1408D
Stadium Drive, an assistant
basketball coach at Murray
State.
Mrs. Virginia Blackburn,
100 Hickory Drive, and
Greg and Rita McKeel, 524
South 6th Street. He is vice-
president and utility sales
representative with the
McKeel Equipment Company.
The board also voted to
purchase the necessary
Samsonite patio,furniture to
equip its new and expanded
patio area.
Board member Tommy
Sanders, directed at the April
meeting to develop. a plan
under which members would
be asked to help with the
maintenance of the golf course
and the tennis area, recom-
mended that specific mem-
bers be assigned to holes on
the golf course to help keep
that particular area free of
litter throughout the season.
These assignments were:


















































































41 Brads 48 Perform
43 Greenland 51 Negative
settlement 53 Three-toed
44 Some bills sloth
MOM4 III
6 7 8 9 10
IIUUUM 13MU.



























Di tr. by United Festure Syndici e, Inc. uiu -
James Lassiter, Jerry Jones
and Tom Emerson.
No. 2 — Ralph McCuiston,
Al Lindsey, Bill Holt and Dr.
John Quertermous.
No. 3 — Burton Young, Bill
Wilson, Larry Ryan and Larry
Robinson.
No. 4 — Sam 'Spiceland,
Matt Sparkman, Cook Sanders
and J. D. Rayburn.
No. 5 — Vernon Shown, Jack
White, Holmes Ellis and Al
Jones.
No. 6 — Walter Jones, Gene
McCutcheon, Haron West and
'6 Holland.
No. 7 — Wallie McMillin,
Gene Landolt, Vernon Cohoon
and Rob Miller.
No. 8 — Tip Doran, Wells
Purdom, Jr., Wells Purdom,
Sr., and Walter Apperson.
No. 9 — Clyde Adkins, Joe
Rear-oat, David Buckingham
and Tim Miller.
No. 10 — Jimmy Clopton,
Joe Dick, C. C. Lowry and Sal
Matarazzo.
_ No. 11 — Jimmy ,Boone,
John McCage, L. L Bidwell
and Bobby Fike.
No. 12 — Jack Belote,
Bernard Bell, Wayne Doran
and A. D. Wallace.
No. -13 — Buddy
Buckingham, Chad Stewart,
Buddy Hewitt and Red Howe.
No. 14 — Virgil Harris, Dick
Orr, Don Robinson and Buddy
Spann.
No.15 — L. K. Pinkley, John
Irvan, Red Howe, Sr., and
Tass Hopson.
No. 16 — W. A. Franklin,
Jerry Grogan, Mike Holton
and Phil Bryan.
No. 17 — Bob Billington, Ted
Billington, Stuart Poston and
Lawrence Philpot.
No. 18 Richard Knight,
James Parker, E. W. Den-
nison and Bob McGaughey.
"It is our hope that these
members will watch for and
pick up any litter on their
assigned holes as they play the
course from day to day,"
Sanders said, "and put it in
the refuse containers. If
everyone will cooperate, we
are confident we can have one
of the cleanest courses in this
part of the country."
Named to help maintain the
tennis court areas were Lynn
Stout, Peggy Billington, Patsy
Oakley and Sharon Wells, with
J. H. Shackleford asstgned to
the area around the club's
lighted sign on College Farm
Road.
WELL DONE — Airman Nick Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles N
. Johhson,
Wiswell Road, is shown receiving a letter of commendatign for work well done from
the commanding officer of Fighter Squadron 51. Johnson jo
ined the Navy in August
1977 and is stationed at N.A.S. Airamar in San Diego, Calif.
 Airman Johnson will be







requested .to check the
first Insetrtion of ods for
corrections This
newspoper WIH be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROmP







be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader
classifieds must be ,












Hum. Rts. Corn. ...753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141




Police  , .753-1621
Rescue Squad . . 753-6952
Senior Citizens- . 753-0929
Sheriff  753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray -Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8,
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and HIS
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759.
4600. Bible Facts and Free
tore. Hear our broadcast --
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!Thursday "Take a Look















A LOVELY NOME FOR
A LOVELY MOTHER
Just minutes from town and in sight of s
chool.
Den with fireplace. 3 bedrooms with study, k
it-
chen with all appliances, patio and deck. 
Extra
acreage and garden area available. Reasonably
priced at $69,500.
LOOK TO THE FUTURE
Owner anxious to sell. 10% price reduction
makes this six room house on 11 acres an ex-
cellent value in a rural home. Priced m the $40's.
INCOME - INCOME
Over $600 a month income for only S35,500. Near
university.
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Under lease, newly constructed, excellent
location. Priced under $100,000.
BUY YOUR OWN
PRIVATE BOAT DOCK
With 100 feet 'of water front on Kentucky La
ke.
Comes with 2700 square foot, 9 room cotta
ge,
completely equipped for care free year round
living.
EXECUTIVE RETREAT ON
URGE WATER FRONT LOTS
With its own boat house. Beautiful view of 
the
lake from a spacious sun room. An ideal sett
ing




90% tillable, Class 1 land, Grenada soil 
type.
New tool shed with sanitary facilities connec
ted
to new septic system; good fences, 2 tobacco 
bar-
ns, stock barn, 3 bedroom farm house. Pr
ice
$130,000. -
OWN YOUR OWN HOME
FOR THE PRICE OF RENT
Only $22,500 for a 11/2 story 2 bedroom home near
Murray Middle School. Has just been remodeled,





mobile home, o y $4,500.'
READY FOR A SURPRISE
See what $12,500 will buy you in Panorama
Shores overlooking the lake, 5 rooms for year
round family fun.
LOOK AHEAD




Roomy 2 bedroom, completely redecorated 
in-
side and out. New carpet and vinyl floor co
vering
and new masonite siding. 335 ft. deep lot on 
15th














































Also large selection of
bedding and vegetable
plants, r50 to 75 cents a
box.
Located on Hwy.




LOST: NAVY blue brushed
denim pants, knocked out of
car Saturday in front of post













We ire Now Accepting Applications
For The Following Positions:













•And Many Other C'ategorieq
Experience Preferred-Not Essential
Full Time-Part Time-Day•Evenings
K mart Offers A Full Runge





Paid Vacatiohs•Company Paid Life. In"- •
surance • Paid' Holidays • Stock Pur-
chase Plan • Paid Sick Leave • paid Pen-
sion Plan • Free Hospitalization •
Sickness and Accident Disability In-
surance • And Manyy-Moreo ,
•
CHRISTIAN LADY to cook
at Johnathan Creek Baptist
Assembly. Experience in
institutional cooking helpful,
but not essential. Call 354
8355 for interview
DENTAL.ASSISTANT Send




baby sitter for 3 children.
Call 492.878.1 anytime
WANTED: DELIVEVY




machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
MANAGER NEEDED for
local Burger Queen_ Call 753
6025 and ask for Ken Asher
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
an auto parts and paints
salesman. Salary plus
commission, $25,000 possible.
-.'".ar and expenses furnished:
xpply with past work record
to P.O. Box 32 R, Murray,
KY 
ONE COOK'S helper, one
combination dishwasher and
cleanuup motel rooms.
Kentucky Lake Lodge, High-
way 68 in Aurora, KY Call
474-2259.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
IS. ARTICLES FOR SA
LE 
14 ft. POLARCRAFT
Jon boat, 25 hp John-
son motor, electric
start, with trailer.
Also a camper topper
to fit a long wheel Nose
truck. Call 437-4846.
HIDE A bed sofa, traditional
sofa. 2 barrell back chairs; 3
French tables; all like new.
GE stereo System, 4 steel
belted radials, B 78X13. CB
base antenna. low table Call
753 534.
PIE SAFES, trunks, oak
dresser, kitchen cabinet. 527-
9367.
175 YAMAHA TRAIL bike;
Kelvinator dishwasher;
electric stove with over head
oven. All in excellent shape
Priced to sell. Call 759.1207 or
489-2148 after 5 pm.
ts. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
WE BUY and sell 
used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FREEZER SALE, 5 Cu. ft.
chest, $196.88 15 Cu. ft.
chest, $259.88. 16 Cu. ft.
upright, 8288.00; 18 Cu. ft.
chest, $288.00. 19 Cu. ft.
upright, $299 88, 23 cu. ft.




New, Sturdy, 24' long.
See Bob Nanney 107
4th St. or Phone 753-
4937 or 753-1951 nights.
GILSON TRAILER, 5 np,
like new. 753-1348.
HEAVY DUTY tri-axle
trailer, $2000. (615) 232-7404.
NOTICE
1978 City of Murray Vehicle License ( city
stickers) & Business Lic. expired on May
1, 1979. In order to avoid a 10% Penalty
1979-80 License must be purchased prior
to June 1, 1979. The City Clerk's Office is
Open Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM' to 5:00
PM, including the noon hour.
Jo Crass, City Clerk
Cox's Army
Will Be Here Soon 
fPaid or by Pete Waldrop.
Calloway County Cox Cam-
paign Coordinator.
REQUEST FOR BIDS
The city of Murray will be
receiving bids for ap-
proximately 10 miles of
bituminous asphalt paving.
Bids are to be delivered to
city clerk's office by 5:00
P.M. June 7, 1979.
Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's Office, 111
Poplar Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky.
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang well paper and peint7
Call after 3 pm, 437-4617.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
SWIMMING POOL
distributor has surplus brand
'new first quality above
ground family pools corn
plete- with: Filter, ladder,
sun deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
$796 No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget
Call warehouse toll free in
Kentucky area 1 800.292 9438

















Will 0 Sal YU
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
WANTED TO buy Standing
timber, top Prices paid.
2334






33 Tsars Expeneace, Creepier 1466,Am1 of ki•rdomodhle
Giranwrteed 100% CMI•rtion. fri. 44vreni.
It Pays To Call Chester's
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE.








Playpen, swing and walker
All in excellent condition.
Call 753-2059.
Apply Mon. thru Fri. 9 12 and 34
Starting Thursday, Moy 10
Location 700 US Hwy. 641 N




CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent all the way, $11,000
(615) 232'710.
197$ Planter Monitor,
Dickey John, Four Row, new,
I bargain, $275
1977 Ousel Plow, 14 ft
Athens, almost new 61,150.
1977 Grain Wagon, Farm
King, excellent condition,
$775
1976 Planter, Ford, 4 row,
needs minor repair, 4728
1476 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow,
good condition $925
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty, 4
row, good condition, $475
1975 Bush & Bog Disk,
Rome, 12 11., ideal for new
ground, $1,125
1973 Chevrolet, Grain
Truck, CZ, heavy sale, 14 ft
bed, overhauled 1978, ex-
ceilrnt condition, 97,0 0.
Call 753-3736 or 753-0636
NEW TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1 886 6029 in Hopkin







& Pest ElAtrol 
24. MISCELLANEOUS
A GIFT as special as your
,Mom a microwave oven,
only $17 a month J 8. B
Music, 753-7575.
DISPLAY CASE, 6 ft high, 3
ft. wide, 18" deep, metal
frame clear plexaglass Sides,
2 locking plexaglass doors in
front equipped with floresent
lights, revolving sneives,
$IM. Call after 5 pm, (502)
522.6329.
KWIK WAY AUTOMOTIVE




reamers and o d. grinding.
Includes several, -other
tachments $200. Ca-Wafter S
pm, (502) 522 6329
SIRED
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent with kit
chen, 1/7 block from
University International
students welcome also Call
anytime, 759-1064.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house at
1614 Calloway Avenue Call
492 8225
35. FARMS FOR RENT
FIVE ROOM farm house
good well, retired couple
only Call 345 2205.








hands tall, good with adults
and children, $400. Atso, pony
with saddle and . bridle,
barrel! trained. MO. 753-0224
or 247 2227.
BULLS FOR sale! Per
formance tested half, three
quarters, seven--etantrts
blood Sirnmental and Maine
Anjou bulls. Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale.'
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
42211 Phone days. 235
BOAR FOR sale, weight 175
pounds, also 10 feeder pigs.
Phone 753-5532.
GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
Call 499-2495.
WALKING HORSE gelding•
Dapple gray, white mane
and tail, 10 years old Was
Shown extensively from 4 to 7
years old. Won state 4-H
horse show, walking horse
division, 3 years straight.
Has been off show circuit for
3 years Spinited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse
Unregistered $750 Call 753
1916 from 8 till 5, and ask for
Lisa, after S pm call 753-6331
35. PETS-SUPPLIES.
-AK-C._ GREAT Dane puppis,
AKC Labrador puppies. This
weeks special irregular
Parakeets, 83.95 We aist,
NURSES WHITE uniform have Canaries, Cockateles
dress, short sleeved, Still hat- Ducklings, and Lambs
price tag on it, originally $10, Paradise Kennels, 753 4106
asking 85 436 2733.
SAW DUST for sale
Shoemaker Lumber Com
pany, McKenzie, TN (901)
352 5777
SERVICE pole with 100 amp
box and meter base, $80, call
436 5671
TAILORED LADIES riding
Suit, for English or Western
showing. Coat and slacks,
yellow, size 11 12, 815 Worn
only twice, very nice. Call
753 1916 from 8 nil 5 and 753-
6331 after 5 pm.
26. TV-RADIO
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
Party to take up payments on
25" color 1.v. J & B Music,
753-7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1978 MODEL LIBERTY, 12 X
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric, well -insulated,
with Kenmore tefrigerator
-and ice maker. Take over
paymetgi. Call 753 0270 or
753-56%.
TRAILER, 12 X 60, GAS, and
lot for 'sale Phone 759 1078
after 5 pm.
TWO BAY body shop or
clean up shop on one acre lot
with 60 X 12 house trailer.
Less than 3 miles east of
Murray. 819,750. 753.0595,
12 X 60 MOBILE HOME with
314 acres of land, good well,
blacktop driveway, 6 miles
southeast of Murray on Dodd
Road. Phone 753-5080 after 5
pm.




males, red females, black
and tan males, black and tan
females) 5 weeks to 7
months old 875 to 885 each
No checks please 527 9700
after 4 pm.
FOR SALE German
Shepherd puppies, AKC, 6
weeks and 6 months
Gleason, TN. (901) 648-5424
TWO IRISH Setter females, 6
months old Phone 753 5532
TOY POODLES,., apricot
gray and brown, 6 weeks old
$93. 759.1097.
WANTED: MALE AKC
Yorkshir.e Terrier, weight 3
to 4 lbs, for breeding Notify
753.7509
41. PUBLIC SALES
BIG YARD Sale, 503 Vine.
Thursday and Friday Incase
of rain canceled tiff fisleinving
weekend
BEST YARD sale ever! Two
families E3 Fox Meadows.
Friday and Saturday, 8 till
dark. Clothes, dishes, shoes
purses, slack suits, size 14
blazers, dresses: mens
clothing; girls clothing,
black and white t.v
luggage; .miscellaneous
items.
FIVE PARTY yard sale, 811
North 18th Street, Friday and
Saturday from 8 till 5
Household items to
numerous to name, clothes,
shoes, toys and games, milk
cans, some antiques, nice
variety.
NICE TWO bedroom mobile GARAGE SALE, 3 families,
home, no pets. $75 deposit, 218 Woodlawn, Friday and
$150 per month. 753 4008. Saturday, 10 amto 4 Pm
Washer, toys, children and
TWO BEDROOM mobile adult clothing,
home for rent. Phone 474. miscellaneous
01105.
'HUGE GARAGE Sale!
12 X 60 TRAILER FOR rent--Furniture, antiques,
see Mrs. Brandon Dill at glassware, clothing, etc. At
Dill's Trailer Court. 1614 Calloway Avenue.
Friday and Saturday /1 till?
12 X 65 TRAILER, 2 -
BED_ROOM, 2 bath, air PARKING LOT Sale; 12th
conditioned, washer and and Olive Movie protection
dryer, $130 per month. A 3 screen, antique love seat,
Mobile Home Village. 753 chairs, skill saw, drill, gas
4770 5 pm till 9 pm. drytV, riding mower,
30. BUS. RENTALS
CLEAN UP SHOP for rent.
$200 Call 753-7100 or 753 6802.
RENT: CLEANUP shop, 6411
South. 492-5413.
TWO CAR shop with air
compressor and electricity
furnished $175 per month.
One mile from city limits.
Call 753.0709.
32. APTS. FOR RENT




washer and dryer hookup,
central air. CalL 753 7550
THREE ROOM apartment,







Call 753 3106 or 436 2671




Friday and Saturday, 8 till 5,
513 South 6th TypewriterS,
boat, rictingmower, coffee-
trees, babe things, furniture,
grill, much more.
• 
THREE PARTY yard sale,
807 Guthrie, Saturday 7 till 5.
Dishwasher; drapes, 14"
steel belted. radials', Ws;
clothes, odds and ends.
YARD SALE, Highway, 121
North in Sjella at old Pottery
place, Friday and Saturday-,
YARD SALE! Saturday May
12th at 1401 Story A variety
of items will be sold Incase
of rain, will be held the
following Saturday.
YARD SALE, Saturday, May
12th from (1 till 6, at the
corner of Fairlane and Hurt





1 61 ACRES IN Kirksey Set
uP for mobile home with
well, septic tank, electric
pole and 20 X 30 garage 285
feet of highway frontage
Owner says sell Listed at
$5000 The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors 759 1707.






to help you in real
estate.
Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call/53-32,3
3 LEVEL BEAUTY on 10
seculcled acres Master
bedroom and bath on upper
level Living room, dining
area, kitchen, bedroom,
bath, and utility room on
main level. Family room,
bedroom, bath on lower
level. Wood burning stove,
unique decor. 24 X 24 garage.
Must sew-  -to a ppr etia to.
Listed at $62,500, The Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors. 759.1707.
43 REAL E1TATE
Never lived in-brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with cen-
tral heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for
year around living.
861,900.
Want • something dif-
ferent? Then take a
look . at a delightful
change. This 3







room. Take a look
you'll like it. $47,900.
Jobs Smith, Realtor
753-7411 (anytime)
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
- OPEN HOUSE
1901 West Wood Drive
Sat., Sun., May 12-13
1-6
1 block west of Doran Road off Wiswell Rd. (16th St.
Ext. ) 3-4 bedroom brick -2 baths - heat pump. Den
w/fiteplace city-water sewer, upper 40's - 3 ad-
joining lots available reasonable.
Call 759-1117 •
Big Auction
Saturday, May 12 at 10 a.m. rain or shine (in-
side). Futrell Brothers have lost their lease on large tin
building at 2nd and Elm (2 blocks south. of Mn) in
Murray, KY. Must sell building full of miscellaneous
new and good used Items.
1972 Ford Pinto, very sharp, good gas mileage;
Model-FD14 ft. alurnacraft boat, 9',2 hp Evinrude &
-trailer.
N stack plastic shelving, 200 & 300 watt mobile
tube type leanears, 2 base units with D104 Power
ink, 600 W Pal base' unit, several calculators &ad-
' ding machines, air conditioners, refrigerators,
ranges; 30, 60, & 100 elec. fuse boxes, 220 elec.
heaters, hot water heaters, couches, chairs, washer
& dryer (gas l, air compressor, pingpong table,
bedroom suits, office desks, tables, dinette set, new
& used mattresses & box springs, maple 1,2 beds,
complete, car de truck tires, hundreds of dollars in
new radio &TV tubes, ale compressor tanks, 220
service entrances & pole, hospital beds, restaurant
booths, restaurant grill 18 x 36, new sta-rite pump
motors, elec. wiring of all kinds, 1 hp jig saw (3
phase ), new vacuum tanks, coke &cigarette
machines, new &used light fixtures, 6 ft. sliding
glass patio doots,all Sizes elec. fans, new 12 volt 3
ton elec. winch, new plumbing pieces, truck tool
box.
Metal cabinets, garden tiller, lawn mower &
sweeper, chairs, nightstancLs, card file, 8 ft.
flourescent bulbs, chest of drawers, shower stall,
new nuts & bolts, air hose, &regulators, 3 lawn
mower batteries,-boat gas tanks, wood & steel win-
dows, commodes, sinks, bath tubs, table saw, gas
furnaces, floor covering & carpet, odd lots of lum-
ber, stainless sterilizers, new di used GI boots,
several gal. new paint, shelving of all kinds,
recliners, 3 phase motors, kitchen cabinets up 
&lowT.ANTIQUES: old doors w/frames & hardware
(perfkt tonditim, -milk cans, large corn sheller,
old mantle, clawfoot bath tub, 'pedestal bath sink,
adv. signs &many other items that we haven't had
time to list..
Not' responsibl for accidents, detailed an-
nouncements day of sale, eats & drinks. For in-
formation call
Terry Shoemaker 4384327
Bob (Frosty) Miller 492-6594
AUCTIONEERS
NOTE: Numbers will be drawn and a free country
ham given to a lucky winner at 1 p.m. and at end of
sale.















































































With The Fnendls Touch"
ROOM FOR THE
KIDS TO ROMP . . . 4
bedroçm, B.V., living




Garden area and all of
this for the low, low
price of 837,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and clear air are in abun-
dance at this 12 acre m•1
tract not too far "out-. 3
bedroom mobile home and a
30 X 30 body shop call





I REAL-ESTATE - 7518080 
Professional tiers n es
i54th The Friendh, 1,tut h
WOODED ACREAGE.
Approx. 4 beautifully








Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
NEW FOUR bay equipped
cleanup shop on large lot
One bay is set up as a paint
shop complete with lights,
heat and fans Building has
an office and two rest roOrns.
Ideal for cleanup shop, sign
Painting or auto repair Good
location west of 641 north
across from Riveria Court
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753 0101,




from Murray is this
sharp 2 bedroom home
and 3 acres with fen-
ced area for horses.
Convenient country
livin' at a comfortable






South 12th al Sy carsor•
TELEPHONE 7531651
Only seconds from











Prot cs.stvha Sers it es
With Flw rtendl• Touch-
RECIPE FOR HAP-
















Brick horne in the city
with 2-car garage, fen-
ced backyard, formal
dining room and a
price that's easy on
the pocketbook - low
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, and
look for our new signs -
eve -
THE ARRANGEMENT,..lf
you'd like separate living
quarters for parents, in laws
or guests, you'll love this. 3
bedroom home plus apart
ment with separate en
trance, has fireplace,
basement, wooded lot and is
convenient to shopping area
Buy now and appreciate for








Be Your Own King in
the great room of this
fine three bedroom,
two and a half bath
home. Feel pampered





dscaping that is fully
matured. A
greenhouse where you
can grown your own
vegetables and
flowers the year
around. All this and
much, much more is
offered for a very
reasonable price. To
find out more about
this property call John
C. Nuebauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-






Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
aoseil Frogsa 60 Buy the best for less. 
Fri.





NomeCar We Sell At e Stereo's
World of Sound




• Fillip, & Pump
• Strral bracing
• Sun track
• Lilg Pad Skimmer,
• wastry Gaug• Vinyl Una.
• Pool ladd•r





Great Savings ON 22 MODELS
CALL NOW!
(502) 966-4258
1111 1 •••• Mood 1,4, I n••••110, P.1,
III i






TUCKED AWAY on a quiet
cul-de-sac! Walk to shopping
center, .spend time relaxing
in your new 3 bedroom, 1/2
bath home with all new
appliances. Priced in the mid













This bright and cheery
home reminds us of
the spirit of spring!
You will not believe all
the space and storage
in this pretty brick
home. Four or five
bedrooms, 2 baths and
newly decorated from
top to bottom. Central
gas heat and air, city
school district and
close to shopping cen-





Spring is bustin' out all
over, and so are Kop-
perud Realty signs!
44. LOTS FOR SALE
1979 UM110 fee.u/* Syftd•Callf. ,ftt
'YOU'D E3E IRRITABLE TOO IF YOU
GAVE UP SACCHARIN. AEROSOL
SPRAY AND YOUR HAIR DRYER
46. HOMES FOR SALE
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with WO conncections,
lots of storeage, walk-in
closets. Low 560's.
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake
Sj.gJAtofl. IX. 72098.
TWO BEDROOM house for
sale by owner at 502 N 5th
Street. Can be seen by ap
pointment. Call 753-3058 after
4 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
HONDA MR 50, excellent
condition. 753 7104.
750 HONDA MATIC with
windshield and sissy bars,
excellent condition, $1400.
Phone 767-2348.
1975 KAWASKI 100, 2100
miles, excellent condition
Call 7627189 or 762-3812.
175 MR DIRT bike, $450.
Phone 753-0468
SIX WHEEL ATV Terra
Tier, custom trailer, both
excellent condition, 753 6278.
TWO 650 TR IUMPHVone is
fully customized with
springer front end, free
wheel and step up seat, the
other is stock. Also a custom
built trailer. 435-4237 after 6
pm.
1972 YAMAHA, 75 motor
cycle, 100 miles per gallon.
Call 753-4865
1978 YAMAHA 400, SHARP
Red. Call after 5 pm, 759-1207
and ask for Ed.
46. AUTO. SERVICE
FOR SALE: Four A70-F13
inch tires, steel belted
radials, used. All four for $20.
753-8393,
16 X 24 BUILDING, DEEP: 
well, septic, and electric on -Ott. LUBE filter only $8.99,
aix acre lot. Or. Douglas includes 5 qt. major brand
Road, $7500. Call 436-5482. oil. Montgomery Ward, 753
1966.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
.40 ACRE FARM. 32 acres
lendable land Good 7 room
-tartn-house, 3 out buildings,
in good location. Call 437-
4343.
18 ACRES WITH good barn.
Call 436-5581 or 753-0584
143 ACRES, STATELINE
road, New Providence, $650
acre, small house, good
water; A. Williams, Rt 8,
Box 517, LaCosta, Mobile, AL
36608 (205) 649-4417._
73 ACRE FARM, 30 acres
cropland, 7 stock ponds,
small stock barn, milk barn,
tobacco barn and 1 9 acre
tobacco base, good building
site, located northwest
Henry County. Price $43,800
Call (901) 782-3622:
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms.
21/ baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years Old,
Gatesborough. 759-1149
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road 753 8405.
BY OWNER: Three
bedrooms, two full baths,
living room, large -den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air Shown by appointment
only. Call 759-4503.
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom
brick, recently recarpeted
throughout, 2 baths, living
room, den with energy
saving fireplace, spacious
kitchen, 2 carports for 3 cars,
large storage room plus attic
storage, garden spot, large
lot. Mid 5,40's. 753-6859
FOR SALE by owner 3
bedroom brick close to
college, gas heat, large lot
with outside storeage. Call
753-2604. Owner relocating.
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
1214 Dogwood Drive Five
bedrooms,* 31/2 baths, living
rooyn, Vining room, den with
fireplace, sewing room and
laundry room. Two car
garage Gas beat, low
utilities Phone 753-7608 after
5 pm
MUST SELL! Lovely
country home, good location,
111/2 acres, new appliances,
trees, garden spot, barn and
storeage building. Call 753
1463 or 759-1700.
NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms.?
baths For more details Cq
\ 753 5167
49, USED CARS
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
'mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.
Call 436-289 after 5 pm,
1953 BUICK, $450. 1956 Buick,
new paint, good -condition,
$1000 1961 Chevrolet con
vertible, all power, no motor
or transmission, $300 1964
Chevrolet 4 door, good
condition, $100. Call 437-48t7
after 6 pm and ask for Slim.
1970 BUICK SKYLARK, air
and power steering, good gas
mileage, nice car, $450. Call
753-9994.
1978 BMW 320 I, 4 speed, air,
AM-FM stereo cassette, I
speakers, fog lights, sun roof,
light alloy wheels, 8,000




restored, many extra parts.
Call 437 4447, from 12 till 8:30
Pm.
49. USED CARS








trailer hitch, best offer. Call
436-240.
1971 CHEVROLET, 6
cylinder, 4 door, 41,000 miles,
one owner, automatic, power
steering and brakes. 735 vine
Street or call 753-7523.
1976 DODGE CHARGER SE.
maroon, good condition,
S4250. Call 753'17, ask for
Tracy Williams.
1950 DODGE, GOOD con
dition, 58091 Also 1940
Chevrolet Street Rod, 350
engine, automatic tran-
smission, new wheels and
tires, car is still under
construction. Must sell! Call
437 4817 after 6 pm, and ask
for Slim.
FOR SALE 1975 Ford LTD,
full power, air conditoned,
real clean, $1700. Call 759-
1486 after 5 pm
1975 FORD ELITE, loaded,
3700 actual miles, $3475. Can
492-8256.
1979 FORMULA FIREBIRD,
AM-FM 8 track; air, tilt
steering, 2,000 miles, ex-
cellent condition Call 753-
0427
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex-




brakes, and a-ir, AM-FM,
51,000 miles, one owner, nice,
52150. 753-8124.




loaded. Call 753-8165 after 6
pm.
1970 PLYMOUTH ROAD
Runner, 383 engine wiTh-atrc
has new tires, good body and
running condition. $OSO.
From 10 till 5:30, 753-4150
after 5:30 call 759-1613, ask
for Jerry Keith.
196$ PONTIAC, FOUR door,
good mechanical condition.
753-3298.
1975 PONTIAC GRAN Prix
Li, power, air, all electric,
cruise, AM FM 8-track
Stereo, gray exterior, 1/2
vinyl top maroon, velour
interior, factory magS. Good
Condition Reason for
selling; owner getting
married. $2500 Call 354-8256.
1970 PONTIAC CATALINA,













Hiwcrys 45-51 di Pur.
SEAFOOD BUFFET
Gory Friday & Saturday Hight'
"Magic by Sexarrika"
As feetmed in tea Week-fad Living tecno,, ol
Tim Memphis Commercial Apse?
Hem din..,., The Born ttiest saw ot rho
009481” los is isltow for prigs Fe Sat or Sun.
WIWEIMMIS=010




NMI MAIO CUT 51 50
Fee bimetal 11. Ism* cells pious.
vim*. 16•Sury Public Service.
Closed Al', Day Wed.
Saturp% . 30 to 5:00
pRici SHAVE SIM
call 153.3615 off• lisp I. .4
AUCTION SALE
HOWARD'S SALVAGE
104 N.13rewer Street, Paris, Ts
Saturday, May 12th at 10 a.m
furniture; dishes; electric dryer; curtains; mobile
home parts; antiques; electric cook stove; plum-
bing supplies; carpets; drapes; and school desk.
• Martin Howard Owner
Shorty McBride
49. USED CARS
1977 T BIRD, DOVE gray
xvith dove gray velvet in-
terior, moon roof, loaded
with all equipment, western
wheels and neW• tires. 14,000
miles, $5850. Call 759 4515
days, and 759-4852 nights.
1974 VEGA HATCHBACK,
gas saver, automatic, good
condition, $1095 1973
American Motors 4 door
stationwagon, power and air,
other extras, good condition.
$ess Call 489-2595.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
gravel dump, excellent
shape, $7500. (615) 232-7404
197$ CHEVY SILVERADO, 4
X 4, 1/2 ton pickup, power
steering, power brakes, air,
AM-FM radio-8 track,
locking cliff, auX fuel tank,
full instrumentation tach,
cruise control, white spoke
wheels. 10.00 tires Other
extras. 11,500 miles, $6850.
Phone (901)782-3622.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
tand cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
Delo* true ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates.
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry Osbron, 753-9464.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




1977 CHEVROLET PICKUP, FOR YOUR garden breaking
stereo, mags, $3200 as is. Call and discing, call 753 6123.
753 8162.
1972 DATSUN PICKUP, good
running condition. Call 753-
8555 after 5 pm.
1977 FORD PARCEL van, 14
ft. box bed, good condition
Call 753-0859.




1969 GMC WITH 11 ft. New I
Leader spreader bed, new
motor, 56000. (6)5) 232-7404.
1959 WI LLYS JEEP, $1000 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753-
6123.
FOR SALE: Ford 1969
Camper, new transmission,
new water holding tank,
sleeps 5, $2800. Call 759-1104.
21 FOOT TERRY, 1976 fully
equipped, sleeps six, used
only 3 times. No equity, pay
off balance. Call 4362396.
1973 LARK fifth-wheeler
camper trailer. 231/2-feet
long, air cdnditioned, full
bath, sleeps six, completely
Self-contained, excellent
condition, one owner, hitch
included. Call 753-1575 after





1976 PROWLER, 20' self
contained, air conditioned.
Call 753-9610 or 753-0843.
STARCRAFT AND Road
Ranger Dealer, travel
trailors, 5th wheels, and
oopup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605.
SLIDE-IN CAMPER for
sale, good condition. Phone
753-7274 after 5:30 pm.
27' TRAVEL TRAILER,
Vega, deluxe model, like new
condition, air, awning, large
refrigerator, t.v. antenna,
Reece hitch with sway
control, 5,4575. 753-9920
TRAVEL TRAILER located
in Kenlake Trailer Park,




1972 BOAT. 16' DUAL
Runaboct with 65 hp John
son, tilt -trailer., perfect
condition, S1295 firm. 753
6084..
BOAT TRAILER, Shoreline,
excellent condition, tilt with
spare wheel. 753-8071.
14 FOOT ALUMINUM V









roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing Call 1
395-4967 or 1 362 4895.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753 5808 or 753-5706
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and new roofing,
building tear downs, sum
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
Probally do it Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753
2418 between Sam and 9 pm
CARPET CL.NNING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, Vibra Vac steam




china, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
et Murray Speedway, High
way 641 Nlcrf Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
Block garages. basements,
driveways, walks, patios,.
steps, free estimates 753-
5476
CAN'T GET those small jobs




Small concrete jobs Call 436
2562 after 5 pm
CARPENTERS FRAMING




rocked and graded, all size
Pea gravel, free estimat












753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND rooffrig,
excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley.
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753-7505 or 753
8277.
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474-8854 or 527l315
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair, 718 S 4th Street, same
day service. 753-7400.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do















Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
Pm
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
thing and seal coating. 753
1537
ROOFING, NEW houses Re
roof, built up roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753
3310
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements On,
work completely guarenteea
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211.
WILL PLOW and disk
gardens 753-1973 or 753-3413






after 6 p.m. 489-
2322.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
WILL INSTALL carpet, tile
and vinyl Also do small
painting jobs Free











Cawtrate C.erba IL Getters
•Quality Controled.
Contractors•
Wayne J ohnston 489-25015
Ftonel Kirks 436-2319
WILL BE repairing mowerf•
and tillers all summer. Jot_
Hopkins, Hardin. Call 431'-:
4835.
 •
WILL HAUL driveway white';*
rock and Ag lime, also have,:
any type of brown or white:.
Pea gravel. Call Roger4.
Hudson, 753-6763 or
Si. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate"•
for silver coins, 1.4.50 for 51 00 ".
face. Kennedy halves 1965 69,,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 6425128.
WANTED: HOUSE to rent,
near campus, excellent







South 4th St. Murray
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May tho 12th, 10 a.m. to my shop mile
west of Lynn Grove, Kentucky on Highway 94.
This is the estate of the late Eva Irvin of Crossland.
Nice furniture, appliances, glass, china, antique
furniture, lots of collector items, living room suite,
dinette, bedroom suites, small appliances, electric
stove, refrigerator, freezer, automatic washer, nice
glass and trinkets, 3 pie safes, high back oak beds,
oak dresser, rockers, old cradle. trunks, dough tray,
2 gold pocket watches, t.v., nice picture frames,
stone and cast iron items, old lamps, cowbell, tools,
shot gun. Lots more, this is just part of the good
For More Information Call
CHESTER'S AUCTION
SERVICE







With The Frienttl IC
Serving The Entire Purchase Area
MURRAY MAYFIELD
'Do Business Where Business Is Being Done-
MLS
MINGO
WANT YOUR OWN PRIVATE PARK?
Therigee This Wooded r acre lot in city with lovely 3 bedroom home, aluminum
siding, nicely decorated, electric heat, glassed sun porch. Large garden area. A
great buy at 832,500.
WOW! WHAT A VALUE!
Enjoy lovely spring weather & scenic view in this co4., convenient 2 Bdrm., 2
bath home on Lakeshore Dr. in Pine Bldff iores. Perfect for retirement or
















Also take money out
of your checking account.
You can take funds
from savings and put
it into checking,
•
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an idea whose time
is coming very soon.
Deposits, withdrawals, transfers seven days a week, 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. We call it the Big M Money Machine. It will be arriving in mid-
August and will bring to Murray and Calloway County the ultimate in modern,
convenient electronic banking.
To obtain your card (your iKey to the machine), simply fill in and sign the
application in your Bank of Murray, Yatement or stop by any of our branches.
Do it today -- we can quickly,process your application and have your card
ready in plenty of time. It's your kev to easy, carefree banking--another way
we're building tomorrow together
sign up Wu).
Deposits can be put
/ into your checking
account.
OP— you can just
write Zis a message
if you want to.
-W AI I 11A NK of MURRAY
'ember EDIC
•
